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1. Company Profile 

Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術) is a startup professional art gallery with the aim to 

promote Latin American art in Taiwan and China. The company chose Taiwan’s art 

market as a prime location for launch given its mature state with a size valued second 

in Asia, behind the art market of Mainland China. Being launched in Taiwan brings 

abundant opportunities and strategic advantages to reach Taiwanese collectors as well 

as other Asian art collectors such as Chinese,Japanese, Hongkonese and westerners 

living in Asia.  

In this growth, foreign artists (referring to those located outside Asia) are playing an 

important role because local and international dealers are promoting them to 

differentiate themselves in the eyes of Taiwanese and Asian collectors. This trend is 

sustained in creating an ability to serve changing demands of art based on the increasing 

number of emerging art collectors more open to western values and western ideas.  

In this process, it stands out that Latin American artists are specially under-represented 

in the market. This does not reflect the general trend of Latin America art as it continues 

receiving gain in reputation and collection within the international art community. With 

its increased standing and the stage of the art market in Taiwan, introducing Latin 

American Art will happen in the middle to long run, which will not only allow 

collectors to solidify their collections but also allow Latin America artists to expand 

their careers through market expansion.  

In this scenario there are several opportunities provided for art companies specializing 

in promoting Latin American art willing to come into the market and alleviate some 

needs within the art market.   

1.1. Mission 

Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) mission is to be a respected, professional, and innovative art 

channel to bring to our clients, located in Taiwan and Asia Pacific, unique and valuable Latin 

American contemporary visual art, increasing the value in their appreciation of art and in their 

art collections, and expand markets for successful Latin American artists, through a extremely 

knowledgeable and professional process.  
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1.2. Vision 

“Close the gap between Latin America and Asia Pacific artist and art community with 

an engaging approach within participants in the company”.  

1.3. Operation 

The company is founded and registered in Taiwan and in Mexico in 2014 as a Limited 

liability company. With the inclusion of investors and Management Partners from both 

Taiwan and Mexico the ownership of the corporation will be shared among the 

shareholders.  

Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will operate with offices in both Mexico City and 

Taipei. This will help the company to be able to gain operative efficiencies, adaptability 

and competitive advantage. Mexico office will negotiate and look for artists in Mexico 

and in neighbor countries in Latin America.  

In Taiwan the company will develop the connections with the local market and with 

the markets of Mainland China, as will be Beijing, Shanghai, and Hong Kong art 

markets. In Taipei the company will have the main office and the warehouse and will 

concentrate in the operation, promotion efforts and implementation of the sales strategy 

in Taiwan and Asia Pacific markets. From Taipei the company will also organize the 

planning of fair participation locally and internationally and will develop the 

partnerships with local dealers and agents in Taiwan, Mainland China and other 

markets in the region.   

The fact of being in Taiwan will be leveraged to be able to introduce the artists into the 

market of Mainland China. Taiwan is close geographically and culturally to Mainland 

China, as well as has an important impact in the trends settled in China.  Usually, artists 

that are successful in Taiwan can be so in China, as Chinese collectors are aware and 

give value of what is ocurring in Taiwan, as Taiwanese art colectors are recognized in 

China as knowledeable and wise. The experience accumulated in Taiwan facing local 

collectors can be transferible to dealing with Mainland Chinese collectors.  

1.4. Objectives of The Business 
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In the first year of operation: 

1. Consolidate a diverse and valuable group of 8 represented artists from 

Mexico/Latin America to be promoted in Taiwan and in China through 

traditional channels and through the web site and social media. 

2. Promote at least 5 artists through partnering with local dealers and fair 

participation in Taiwan and China tackling the initial barriers of entry. In this 

process organize at least 4 art exhibitions in Taiwan and 3 co-joint exhibitions 

in China.  

Figure 1 Objectives of the business. 

Figure 2 Yearly goals for the company 
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3. Build a base of at least 10 collectors interested in Latin American Art in Taiwan 

and 10 collectors in China through exhibitions, events and lectures talking about 

Latin America art. In this process the increase in audience through social media 

and the use of information technology will be central and a key area to develop.  

4. Sign partnerships with at least 4 local galleries/dealers and art agents in China, 

positioning the company as a trustful source of high aesthetic art coming from 

Latin America. 

5. Create links with at least 10 to 15 key local, art foundations directors, directors 

of local art fairs, directors of cultural institutions and museums both in Taiwan 

and in China. 

6. Participate in 4 local Art Fair in Taiwan and one international Art Fair in China.  

7. Serve as a valuable and professional channel for promotion and advise for 

emerging to consolidated artists, from Latin America, willing to be promoted in 

Asia.  

1.5. Financial Goals 

1 year  

 Achieve the promotion of at least 77 works in Taiwan of the represented artists, and 

24 works in Mainland China, with a successful selling rate of 20%, achieving a sale 

of 21 works. With averages prices of US$4,500 (NT$135,000) this figure will 

represent a revenue of US$ 77,000 (NT$2.1 million). In China 12 works will be sold 

with a revenue of 27,000 US (NT$810,000).  

Year 2 

 Increase the exhibitions organized in Taiwan and in China and the fair participation 

promoting more works. Thanks to a better understanding of the markets double the 

works sold both in Taiwan and China, reaching a revenue of US$226,800 (NT6.8 

million) 

 After year 3 the company will focus to continue increasing the organization of 

exhibitions in both Taiwan and China and fair participation. The company will focus 

strongly in increasing the successful rate both in Taiwan and China markets, based 

in more knowledge about collectors preferences and building a market more educated 
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to receive Latin American Art and better positioning and brand awareness with our 

collectors/partners.  

 After year 5 the goal is to the organize 10 exhibitions yearly (6 in Taiwan and 4 in 

China) and participate in 9 art fairs (4 in Taiwan and 5 in China and Asia Pacific).  

The number of exhibitions will be increased year by year to reach 14 in year 10 (7 in 

Taiwan and 7 in China), and a participation in 11 art fairs (4 in Taiwan and 7 in China 

and Asia Pacific). 

 The increase of the successful rate will also continue to be a key goal, increasing it 

year on year to end with a 50% in year 10 both in Taiwan and China.  The average 

price of the works will also increase as bigger works will be promoted based in a 

stronger client base. The average price sold for the company will end in US$9,745 

 This will give the company a revenue in year 10 of US$1.7 million annually (NT$51 

million).  

1.6. Start Up Funding  

The company initial investment will be US$250,000 (NT$4,500,000) which will be 

allocated into different areas. Capital investment will be equal to US$100,000 (NT 3 

million) and the rest for working capital for the first years of operation. Part of the 

resources will come from the founders and part from investors and loans. Some 

resources will be used for working capital to develop the relation with the artists, and 

produce marketing materials as catalogs, paying salaries, fees for curators, and bare the 

costs of operation as is rent. Another resources will be used mainly for the organization 

of the exhibitions and fair participation. 
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2. Market Faults 

Taiwan’s visual art market has developed strongly in the last 35 years with growth in 

its value and size. The number of dealers, artists, collectors and public and private 

institutions working and interested in the visual art sector has flourished. There has 

been an increase in the professionalism and in the quantity of economic and human 

resources committed to the sector.1   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nevertheless, Taiwan’s art market still faces pains to market actors. The first is the 

market remains relatively closed selling mainly local and regional artist. In this sense 

Asian artists have still advantages, as most of the dealers promotes and sells mainly 

Taiwanese and Asian artists. This market behavior diminishes the possibility of some 

diversification for local collectors and has shaped a market were local artists enjoy 

relatively high prices due to the lack of competition, making collectors over-pay overall 

diminishing the effectiveness of their investment.2   

 

                                                        
1 Today more than 120 art galleries are in operation in Taiwan and relevant art fairs takes place each year in several 

cities as Taipei, Taichung, Tainan, Kaohsiung. Art Taipei being one of the oldest art fair in Asia. As well, several art 
auctions houses, local and foreign, participate in the Taiwan market. Private dealers and public initiatives are also all 
playing a strong role consolidating a mature and developed art market in Asia, just second in value behind Mainland 
China art market. Taiwanese art collectors have also become one of the main forces in Asia Pacific art circles, being 
know because of their purchase power, taste and knowledge about art.   
2 The closeness of the market is not a consequence of trade barriers or non-tariff barriers to trade, as regulations, or 
special permits, but is the result of the preferences of art collectors, dealers and the weak of developed networks with 
other art realities. 

Figure 3 Pains in the Taiwan and China art markets 
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A second pain is the type of foreign art flowing to Taiwan. In the bracket of artists 

known as emerging to mature, important pains are still observed. In terms of the value 

of these artists and their art, questions and doubts arise. Some are coming to the market 

without an extremely strong internal and external value, but are promoted and sold as 

if they were artists with high internal and external value.3 Some of these artists enjoy a 

position in a relatively good price bracket compared to their real value, taking 

advantage of the higher prices available in the market. Taiwanese collectors are also 

overpaying for this art diminishing their investment, economic returns and enjoyment 

in the future.  

An extremely high concentration of western artists from Europe and the US is the third 

pain. This is happening because they are easier to promote and to leverage the positive 

perception of their value taking advantage of a positive “Country Brand Effect.” Local 

emerging novice collectors and art lovers are emotionally pushed to invest in these 

artists.4 This closes opportunities to valuable foreign artists from other regions.  

In this arena, Latin American, African and Middle Eastern art and artists are especially 

under-represented. This fact opens as well big questions. In the case of Latin American 

art is seen in high end art circles as a flourishing art, extremely strong, unique and 

creative, still underpaid and sometimes undervalued, being an excellent investment 

opportunity causing increase in collection.5   

This trend in collecting Latin American art, nevertheless, is not occurring in Taiwan, 

which is a pain to collectors. 6  Finally, there is the pain for Latin American artists. For 

                                                        
3 According to research in the economies of the art sector, internal value of an artist is measured based in his/her 
special personality, creativity and originality in producing works of art. External value is measured in the development 
of the artist’s network of partners, supporters and colleagues, see Magnus Bruno Frederik Resch, Management of Art 
Galleries-Business Models. Dissertation, University of St.Gallen, School of Management, Economics, Law, Social 
Sciences and International Affairs, 2011.  
4 This is pushed also because collectors have the perception that the art collected comes from “places were art must 
be valuable and is a safer investment” rather than based the artist value. According to Thompson (2008), in London 
and New York there are around 40,000 artists in each city. From that amount (80,000) 40% are vanity artists with no 
gallery representation and 41.5% are considered “poor dogs” selling thanks to their own promotion, without a gallery 
representation or supporters. This means that in the 2 most developed art sectors in the world 81% of all artists are 
considered with a low internal and external value. Some of these type of artists can be coming to Asia and Taiwan. 
The pain though comes that some are being promoted as if they were successful artists, being able to do it, based in 
the “positive country brand effect” and a lack of knowledge from some emerging collectors or art lovers and the 
marketing used by local or International dealers.   
5 Relevant galleries in London and NY, as Gagosian and White Cube, have increased their efforts promoting Latin 
America artists and international power collectors, as the Deutsche Bank Art Foundation, are pushing Latin America 
art as one of their main areas to develop into the future based on their soundness and investment expected returns.  
This under-representation is the result of a complex scenario. On one hand in Taiwan there is the “Low brand effect 
of Latin America” as a whole as the knowledge about Latin America is still poor. This make that artists or art from this 
region has to compete with the “High brand effect of Europe and United States (US)” which is has not been easy. 
Collectors perceive US and European art to be more valuable and a safer investment so dealers also concentrate in 
this part of the market.  Another cause is that there are higher barriers to introduce this artists, based also in weak 
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them the main deterrent from Asia is related to the underdeveloped professional 

connections with art professionals, collectors and art lovers of the region, as well as the 

higher costs of promoting themselves as there exists larger geographical, language and 

cultural barriers. This is a big pain as Asia art markets are becoming more important in 

size and in value and will continue in doing so. In the near future those western artists 

not being promoted in Asia will miss opportunities of growth in their reputation and 

collection, as the art market is shifting from the West to the East.  

 

                                                        
connections between Latin American artists and Asian dealers and the lack of knowledge of Latin America artists and 
dealers on how to approach Asian collectors.  
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3. Launching the Company to Help Eliminate the Pain 

Given the aforementioned market of challenges and pains, Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝

術) main value is to enter the market and promote in Taiwan and in China valuable 

visual contemporary art and successful artists coming from Latin America.  

 

This will help increase the value of Taiwanese art collections, the enjoyment of 

collectors, and serve as new investment opportunities in the art sector. It will also open 

a growing market for Latin America art through an effective and trustful channel of 

promotion.  

The type of artists that will be promoted by Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will be the 

key point in the value proposition and a solvent to collectors actual pains. Sello de Agua 

Art（洋璽藝術) will promote mature and emerging artists chosen with a high internal 

value and a developed external value. For Latin American artist the company will solve 

their lack of connections and knowledge about this growing art markets, helping them 

to expand their markets and enhancing their art careers.  

Figure 4 Solution given by the company entering the market. 
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4. Launching the Company in the Right Moment 

There are several reasons that open good opportunities for Sello de Agua Art （洋璽

藝術) to come to the market in this moment. The first factor is the relevant shift in the 

art market, from West to East. Art sector, thanks to globalization and growth in 

international trade and economic wealth, has experienced a relevant trend in shifting 

from the mature and historical centers in the West, as London an New York, to 

emerging art markets in the East, such as Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea 

and Singapore.  

Chinese and Taiwanese art markets exemplifies this trend perfectly. Mainland China 

has become the fastest growing art market in the world and in 2013 became the second 

in worldwide share in value. Taiwan is the fifth contemporary art market worldwide 

concentrating more than 1% share in overall turnover of contemporary art in 2012.  

Considering this figures, being launched in Taiwan art market will allow access to the 

fifth contemporary art market in the world and simultaneously makes  reachable the 

access to Mainland China’s art market thanks to the near and convenient geographical 

location between Taiwan and Mainland China, in addition to cultural similarities and 

current strong connections between Taiwanese and Chinese consumers.    

The shift to East is also accompanied by a wider international development in these 

markets thanks to the introduction of foreign art. In the case of Mainland China 2013 

imports of foreign art accounted for US$ 1 billion, two times the exports of art, 

indicating Mainland China has become a relevant buyer of art. Comparatively, Taiwan 

imports of drawings have grown 12% annually from 2002 to date.7 

 

 

                                                        
7 A relevant prove of this shift to the East is the strong strategy in China developed in recent years by Sotheby’s, one 
of the oldest art auction houses in the world. Sotheby’s has implemented a regional marketing initiatives such as the 
publishing of Hong Kong sales catalogues in Chinese, the launching of a Chinese language website that includes e-
catalogues for sales of Asian Art and Sotheby's major Impressionist and Contemporary sales, and the hosting of 
innovative private selling exhibitions. They have continued investing in staff with the requisite skills to service Asian 
clients at Sotheby's Hong Kong, New York, and London locations, as well as to support the growth of the Chinese art 
market. In Hong Kong Sotheby’s added a state-of-the-art gallery with over 15,000 square feet for selling and exhibition 
space. Sotheby's Beijing was established in 2012 to provide Sotheby’s a platform for art-related auctions and private 
selling exhibitions in the art capital of China. See Sotheby’s form 10-K, 2013.  
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The second is that the sector In Taiwan and China is in a maturity and diversification 

stage pushed by foreign art as local dealers and international dealers are bringing art 

from the outside permanently or by participation in art fairs. This is a trend occurring 

in Taiwan and in China since the beginning of the XXI century. Thanks to it Taiwanese 

and Chinese art collectors and art lovers are becoming more sophisticated and 

knowledgeable, demanding larger amount and more valuable foreign art in their own 

country. Following this trend and demand behavior marks the right moment to enter 

the market offering valuable foreign art and new artists.  

A third factor is as we have noted already, Latin American art is under-represented in 

Taiwan, even though has received special attention and is being collected in high-end 

art circles worldwide, a trend not occurring yet in Taiwan. In this sense, Taiwan art 

market is behind other art markets in the world, even Asian art markets such as 

Mainland China, Hong Kong, Korea and Singapore, were Latin American Art is already 

being promoted.  

Coming into the Taiwanese market offering valuable Latin American art in this moment 

serves a need not yet served and will create a first mover advantage, being able to 

develop brand awareness with Taiwanese collectors (public and private), art institutions, 

and gain a special place in the Taiwanese market providing future leverage. It will also 

provide leverage with artist selection, being able to bring valuable artists much of which 

are not being promoted seriously and in a permanent basis in Taiwan and in Asia.  

 

Figure 5 Reasons to launch the company 
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The fourth4 factor is the greater wealth accumulation in Asia Pacific. In the Asia Pacific 

region there are approximately 2.4 million (m) high net worth individuals (HNWI) 

being just behind North America and Europe. The total wealth in this class in the Asia 

Pacific is considered to be US7.37 trillions. In terms of growth, the Asia-Pacific HNWI 

population and wealth continues a long trend of outperforming. Since 2007, Asia-

Pacific has increased its HNWI population by 31% and its wealth by 27%, well in 

excess of the rest of the world increases of 14% and 9%, respectively.  Most of them 

are located in Japan (1.9 m), Mainland China (643,000), Australia (207,000), Hong 

Kong (114,000), South Korea (160,000), Taiwan (95k) and Thailand (73,000).8   

In Taiwan the HNWI population has increased at a 13% annual compound rate since 

2008 with HNWI are expected to increase to 120,000 by 2015, a 26% increase from 

2012. In Mainland China this class grew by 14% in 2012 and is expected to continue 

growing.9 

Finally, investments in passion items, is a big trend in wealthy Asia-Pacific individuals. 

According to the consumer attitude of HNWI, luxury good consumption in this group 

is increasing year on year. In 2014 is expected that consumption in luxury goods in this 

group worldwide will increase in 36%. Inside the consumption of luxury goods, 

investments in passion items is a growing area of HNWI spending activity, were 44% 

of HNWI are becoming more interested in collecting art.  

In Mainland China, according to art economics, HNWI individuals are allocating 17% 

of their total investments to passion items, as is art. In Taiwan this figure should be 

transferable according to similar behaviors between both communities. In this sense, 

the markets where the company will operate, are increasing its fondness to collect and 

make investment on passion items, such as art. Based on these circumstances and 

behaviors entering into the market gives relevant opportunities to grow and establish 

itself in an environment of expansion in the target class and in a type of product, such 

as art, being demanded with more fondness.  

                                                        
8 Bar, Julius. Wealth Report: Asia, June 2013. 
 
9 Ibidem. 
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5. The Market and Target Audience: Taiwan, China and Asia 

Pacific Art Markets 

Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will operate to capture the art markets located in the 

Asia Pacific region from its main headquarters in Taipei. The company will focus to 

enter FIRST the Taiwan and China art markets, particularly penetrating Taipei, Tainan 

and Kaohsiung in Taiwan and Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong art markets in China, 

as these represent growing markets in terms of size and maturity, with relevant levels 

of demand for visual art and a consolidated art ecosystem where several dealers, artists, 

framers, auction houses, museums and art fairs and art initiatives exist. 

In a second phase the company will focus to penetrate other markets as that of Korea 

and Singapore as they are important factors in the development of the art market in the 

region. Cities as Seoul and Singapore will be in the targeted markets of Sello de Agua 

Art（洋璽藝術) through partnerships and fair participation.  

5.1. Taiwan total available market10  

 

                                                        
10 A big part of the information related to the Market in Taiwan comes from a market research made in Taipei. For 
building this analysis 30 galleries in Taipei (50%) were visited. We assisted to more than 10 openings and interviews 
with some artists and museum officials. The market research tries to include the opinion expressed by dealers, gallery 

Figure 6 Taiwan and China art markets. 
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According to its value, Taiwan’s market, in Asia, is only behind Mainland China. In 

2012, according to arteconomics Taiwan art market accounted to 1% of the global 

market value for postwar and contemporary art traded through auctions.11 Based on this 

data, in 2012 its size, depending on the estimates, could have reached between US$196 

to US$285 million (M) (NT$5,800 M and NT$8,565 M).12 These figures make it bigger 

in value than Singapore, South Korea or Japan art markets. The 1% share is above 

European markets as Sweden (0.5%) and Austria (0.5%) and is very similar to the share 

of Germany (1.1%) and Italy (1.1%).13  

                                                        
staff, gallery owners, as well as some collectors and artist agents. This market research also includes data from 
important reports as the TEFAF and art economics data, and data collected trough fairs and research as Art Taipei 
2013, Art Revolution Taipei 2014 and Art Solo 2014. The report also considers information gathered through 
participation in art Taipei conferences, talks and events.  
11 Taiwan fine art market is still unknown in the west mainly as a result of being shadowed by seemingly larger markets 
such as Mainland China, Hong Kong and Singapore, but its size is important.  
12 This figures are estimated following this criteria. The postwar and contemporary art in the world  had a total global 
value of US$6,167 million. Taiwan has 1%, meaning Taiwan accounts for around US61.7 million. Artprice in the other 
hand estimated that in 2012 the contemporary art in Taiwan market was equal to 45% of the Taiwanese market. This 
means the total market could reach US$137 millions. But this is just the size considering the auctions. If the sales 
through auctions in Taiwan behaves as the average in the world, and accounts to 48% of the total sales in Taiwan, 
then the total market considering the dealers, would be around US286 million. If this is not the case and the auctions 
accounts to figures similar as in Mainland China (70%) which is the market were the auction houses have the biggest 
participation and can be a good benchmark for Taiwan, then the total market in Taiwan would be around US$196 
million.  
13 Is true that in Asia (China and Taiwan) collectors tend to overbuy art through auction houses compared to European 
collectors, nevertheless, this figure give us a understanding were the Taiwanese markets stands in the world compared 
to other art markets. 

Figure 7 Taiwan total available market 
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5.2. Taiwan Contemporary Art Market 

 

Source: Art price, 2011.  

The contemporary art market in Taiwan represents around 45% of the total market, with 

an estimated value between US$88 M to US$128 M a year (NT$2,640 M –NT$3,840 

M). This figure however in Taiwan can have important volatility because there has been 

years where the contemporary art market reached 65% of the market. According to 

Artprice, the contemporary art market in Taiwan was, in 2011/12, the fifth in the world 

with 1.36% of the world total turnover.14  

                                                        
14 This size is just behind China (38.8%), US (26.10%), UK (22.6%) and France (2.4%) and above art markets as 
Germany (0.86%), Italy (0.70%), Turkey (0.74%), United Arab Emirates (0.61%), and Singapore (0.70%).  
 

Figure 8 Contemporary art, top ten countries by auction turnover market 

(2011/2012). 
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Figure 9 Taiwan total serviceable market. 

 

5.3. Taiwan Contemporary Foreign Art Market 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: World Bank.  

As we have noted, contemporary foreign art has been raising in Taiwan with bigger 

offers in the market. Nevertheless, in terms of market share and size, there are not clear 

figures. The only data available are value of imports of paintings coming to Taiwan. 

According to this data, 2012 imports of paintings and drawings made by hand to Taiwan 

were equivalent to US$15 M (NT$390 M), with an average of US$17.9 M (NT$537 M) 

Figure 10 Taiwan value of imports of painting, NT$ million (2002-2012) 
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annually of imports since 2008, with a peak in 2009 of US$32.3 M (NT$972 M).15 

From these imports not all should be contemporary art. If we consider the percentage 

of contemporary art in the Taiwan art market, average imports should be in around 

US$8 M (NT$241 M), which remains a small market.16   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Import figures, however do not include sculpture, which is an important mean in 

Taiwan and also is imported in relatively good amounts. Another factor to consider is 

that there could be an important quantity of art coming to Taiwan not being declared as 

art, coming to the country marked as “just for exhibition”. Usually in this case there is 

a low value declared in customs.  

5.4. China Market 

China art market over the last 10 years has been the strongest growing in the world, and 

the most important in the emerging markets, both in terms of size of the domestic sales 

and in the international significance of its buyers.17  According to McAndrew's (2013) 

its emergence on the global art scene, since 2005 has fundamentally altered the structure 

of the international art trade, and it has been the most important of all the newer art 

markets. 

                                                        
15 World International Trade System, (WITS), World Bank. 
16 Another way to estimate it is if we consider the percentage of imports in Taiwan similar to that of Mainland China 
being 10% of the market. This would mean a market size for foreign art between US$18 M to US$28 M, with a size in 
contemporary art that would be between US$9 M (NT$270 M) to US$12 M (NT 360 M), a size comparable with the 
data on imports. 
 

17 McAndrew,Claire.TEFAF Art Market Report, 2013.The Global Art Market with a focus on China and Brazil. 

Arteconomics. The European Fine Art Foundation, pp 97.  

Figure 11 Taiwan total reachable market. 
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Figure 12 China total available market. 

 

The size in 2013 accounted to US$8.5 billion, coming from auction houses data, having 

a value, according to estimates, of US$12 billion annually, 26% of the total art market 

in the world, just behind the US art market. There are more than 6,000 dealers in China 

and the market is expected to continue growing into the future consolidating itself in 

the top 2 markets in the world.   

 

In China, the modern and contemporary art market accounts to around 20%, reaching 

an estimate of around US$1.6 billion.18 This figure is also very volatile and can change 

significantly year on year depending on what happens in the supply and demand in the 

                                                        
18 Ibidem 

Figure 13 China total serviceable market. 
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contemporary art and in the Chinese art and antiques. Nevertheless, it’s size is in the 

top 3 in the world and estimates indicate will continue growing into the next years.  

In China imports of art are estimated in around US$1.0 billion annually growing 

importantly in the last 10 years, as several important dealers from the West are opening 

art spaces and galleries in Beijing, Hong Kong and Shanghai. The growth in the general 

demand of art in China has attracted the increase in art fairs as is exemplified by the 

opening in 2010 of the Art Basel Hong Kong fair, which indicates that the big art actors 

in the contemporary art are coming to China. 

 

Figure 14 China total reachable market 

 

5.5. Consumer Behavior: Taiwanese and Chinese Consumption of Art 

Most of the Taiwan art market promotes and sells mainly Taiwanese artists. The local 

artists promoted range from masters of XX century considered modern art, to mature 

and well-established artists, to mid career and emerging artists in the contemporary art. 

Some local artists, both masters and contemporary artists, are known in foreign markets 

while some of them are only known in Taiwan.  

Painting by different means (oil, acrylic, crayon, ink) is the most common type of art 

seen in Taiwan but there exists a big development and interest in sculpture. 

Photography, mix media, video and installation are gaining popularity and importance 

but are still beneath painting and sculpture. Photography represents today around 5% 

of the market.19  

                                                        
19 The size of the photography market represents the opinion of important art dealers in Taiwan.  
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Figure 15 Collectors preferences: local art 

In terms of the subjects, there is a big enjoyment of themes as human body, nature, 

animals and abstract subjects, as well as traditional Chinese themes as landscape, 

known as shanshui and calligraphy. Usually Taiwanese art collectors and art lovers 

prefer to collect a type of art that resembles the beautiful side of life rather than the sad 

or darker part of human existence.  

In China the market is extremely concentrated in selling and promoting Chinese art and 

antiques, which represent almost 68% of all the market. From this field calligraphy and 

works in ink are also very important in the Chinese art market.  

Nevertheless, China has been one of the leading forces in the development of 

contemporary artists coming from the Asia Pacific region, having a big increase in 

Chinese artists selling at very high prices, both internally and outside China. In this 

sense, the market, as happens in Taiwan, is made in a big percentage by emerging, mid 

career and consolidated local artists, which control the market, mainly in the case of the 

art market located in Beijing, where local artists have a strong influence in the market.  
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5.6. Contemporary Asian Art 

 

Figure 16.Collectors preferences: regional art 

In regards to the contemporary foreign artists, in Taiwan, the most common represented 

and collected are Asian artists, mainly contemporary Chinese and Japanese artists. 

These artists range from emerging, middle career to consolidated, high-end artists and 

superstars, who, with no doubt control the market for foreign art in Taiwan. These 

artists are found working in paintings (oil, acrylic), new ink, and prints and in sculpture. 

In the case of Chinese contemporary artists, the high end or “superstar” are sold in 

prints. 20  Other highly recognized artists are also promoted with original works. 21 

Chinese artists are so accepted, that some dealers are specialized in selling only them.22 

They have gained a share of the Taiwanese market as Taiwanese dealers are well 

connected with Mainland Chinese dealers, art agents and artists.  

In the case of Japanese artists, the majority is seen in the contemporary art and remains 

extremely popular in Taiwan. Some superstars can be seen in prints.23 Korean artists 

are also gaining participation in the market.24 Artists from Thailand, India or Hong 

Kong are also promoted but remain within the emerging field or with smaller 

participation.  

                                                        
20 As is the case of Wang Guan Yi, Zhang Xio Gang or Zheng Hao.  
21 As Xu Bing, Cai Guo Qiang and Hong Ling, 
22 For example, works from artists as Yin Jun, Zheng Hong Zhang, Guo Fei, Li Chun Hai, Luo Jie, Yin Jun, He Sen, 
Qui Jie, Zhong Biao.  

23 The Japanese artist Yayao Kusama, is the most seen Japanese artists with several art galleries in Taiwan promoting 
her work. Most of her prints are being re-sold in a secondary market. Another important Japanese artist seen in Taiwan 
is Takashi Murakami, who actually owned an art gallery in Taipei. Other artists in sculpture are Katsura Funakoshi, 
Shimazaki Tatsuya, Yotsumoto Takaaki, Yoshida Atsushi, and others can be seen in photography such as Yamamoto 
Masao. 

24 As is of artists such as Je Baak and Kim Yeon, Kwon Ki and Kang Suk-Hyun. 
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In China, most of the foreign art is concentrated in Hong Kong and Shanghai where 

there is a strong focus in art coming from several origins. In the case of the Asian artists 

in China, Taiwanese artists are well collected, as they are connected with their tradition 

and their prices are still available compared to the Chinese super stars. Japanese artist 

nevertheless do not represent a strong force as is in the case of Taiwan because of 

political and historical reasons. Artists from the South East Asia are also present and 

have increase its interest. 

5.7. Contemporary Foreign Western Art in Taiwan and China 

From the western arts, the most commonly promoted in galleries are from Europe and 

the US with a small percentage coming from Latin America, the Middle East or Africa. 

Nevertheless, through art fairs more western artists are coming from diversified places, 

as some foreign galleries bring them. Most of the western artists seen in galleries are in 

painting, sculpture and photography, and vary from emerging to more mature artists, 

but western superstars are not seen. The type of artist will depend on the type of gallery. 

Some of these artists are mature but not represented by Alpha or Beta Galleries abroad, 

so their value remains in the middle ranges.25 As we have noted before, in general 

                                                        
25 Examples can be Dorina Mocan (Romania-Sweden). Artists placed in the emerging fields are also seen as Michael 
Sistig and Amely Spötzl from Germany 

Figure 17 Collectors preference: western artists 
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foreign western artists in the area of painting, cannot be considered extremely 

consolidated in their internal and external value being an important pain in the market. 

Several examples of artists promoted in Taiwan in painting prove this statement. The 

most recognized valuable western artists promoted and collected in Taiwan are 

concentrated in the field of sculpture. Some of these artists are more consolidated.26  

In China in recent years there is a big emphasis in artists from the west, as the big 

dealers from UK and US have come to the market. That’s why in China, on the contrary 

to Taiwan, more western super stars are promoted, mainly in the Hong Kong art market, 

thanks to the participation of the big international galleries. This is also happening in 

Shanghai and less in Beijing.  

The majority of western artists, outside sculpture, come mainly through participation 

in art fairs, with works in painting and sculpture but also increasing number in 

photography. As noted before, a big percentage of them should be considered in the 

emerging or mature but not superstars. Nevertheless, there are exceptions of dealers 

coming to the fairs, mainly to “Art Taipei”, with relatively famous western artists. Some 

perform well in Taiwan.27  

The impact of western artists in the market and the acceptance from local collectors is 

still difficult to measure in terms of market share or success rate with data available. 

Considering, as a benchmark, the figures collected in “Art Revolution Taipei 2014”, 

we can have some rough idea. In this fair, for example, the number of works exhibited 

from this group of western artists in the fair was around 154, a small proportion of the 

entire works exhibited in the art fair. According to data gathered, from them, around 

36% (56) were sold during the 4 days of the fair representing a successful rate of less 

than 50%. The distribution of success nevertheless was wide. Some artists were not 

collected but others were very successful. From 24 artists among the group, 13 could 

                                                        
26 One example is UK sculpturer Tony Cragg and Belgium artist Wim Delvoye, or American sculpture Peter Woytuk. 
These 3 artists should be considered well known and with considerable internal and external value, but not superstars. 
Some famous former Russian artist are also seen in Taipei galleries, as Vladimir Chayanov, Vladimir Vassine or 
Shebeka. As mentioned before foreign artists are sold in a smaller proportion and only by a small group of dealers.   

27 The art fair Art Revolution 2014 exemplifies this fact and is a good representation of how the market for foreign 
artists is today. In this fair there were around 30 western artists promoted. From them almost 63% were from Europe 
and from them a big amount (29% of total) came from Spain. Latin America artists represented a surprisingly 17% 
almost double from US artists and Middle East artists which can indicate an important trend. As noted before none of 
these artists are superstars and even not represented by important galleries in their own home countries. From the 
group of Spanish artists coming to Art Revolution 2014, just “Alex Alemany” has already gain a place in the Arts.  
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not sell any works (more than 50% of artist), while 11 could sell with quite success. If 

we only consider the successful artists, 60% of their works exhibited were sold during 

the fair (56/94) which is a relatively good acceptance rate.  

According to the nationality from the most successful, 70% were from Europe. These 

European artists had the highest success rate, above 60%. Some even sold all their 

works exhibited. From Latin American artists their success rate was 36%.28  

5.8. Contemporary Latin America Artist in Taiwan and in China 

From Latin America there are very few examples of artists being promoted in Taiwan 

through galleries. Through investigation we could discover a Chilean artist being 

promoted by a foreign dealer. Another dealer promotes the very well known Cuban 

artist Abelardo Morell, who works in photography.29   

Is through fairs nevertheless, that more Latin America artists have come to Taiwan. In 

“Art Taipei 2013” the Mexican Gallery, Puerta Roja, based in Hong Kong, brought 

pieces of 2 Mexican artists in the emerging and mature but not entirely recognized fields. 

Five months later, in “Art Revolution Taipei 2014” there were four Latin America 

artists promoted in the fair. One each from Chile, Peru, Argentina and Mexico. In 2014, 

Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) promoted and presented 3 Mexican artist through 

exhibitions and fair participation. Latin American artists seen in Taiwan  are listed 

above. 

Table 1 Latin America Artists promoted in Taiwan (2013-2014) 

Artist Country Born/Age 

Sergio Martinez Chile 1966 (48) 

Jose de la Barra Peru 1956 (58) 

Sergio Cechi Argentina 1975 (39) 

Eva Vale Mexico 1983 (31) 

Claudia Perez Pavon* Mexico 1967 (47) 

Alex Dorsfman* Mexico 1977 (37) 

Daniela Edburg* Mexico-US 1975 (39) 

Theo Marmolejo Ecuador 1986 (28) 
Source: Own research in Taipei. *Artists promoted by Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術).  

                                                        
28  One artist from Latin America (Argentina) had a 100% success rate (4/4) while other success rate was much lower. 
Artists from Middle East were not capable of selling in that fair.  
 
29 Abelardo Morell is considered with high internal and external value being in a very respected position in the field of 
photography worldwide. 
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The impact in collectors of Latin American art is also difficult to know at this point in 

time. According to the dealer of the Hong Kong based Mexican gallery, in “Art Taipei  

2013” she could not realize any sales during the fair. During “Art Revolution Taipei 

2014” from the four Latin America artists attended with an aggregate amount of 21 

works, gathered data speculates that only 38% of the total works were sold. As noted 

before this success rate was lower than in the case of European artists in that same fair. 

According to our experience in organizing exhibitions and fair participation, the sales 

were difficult to make in this point on time.  

According to some data from knowledgeable people in the field, this relatively low 

number of Latin America Artist do not indicate there is no interest in collectors.  

Mr.Shih, Director of the Economic Research Center for the Arts, expressed in an 

interview with him, that Latin American Art is not able to find to many collectors in 

Taiwan not because there is no interest but because they are not knowledgeable, so 

promotion efforts are harder. According to him there could be an important potential in 

promoting them because there are very few dealers doing so, and collectors can be 

interested. Acording to imports of paintings, foreign art market in Taiwan represents 

around 2% to 4% of the total available. Considering Latin American art can represent 

a market share of 10% of this foreign art market, annual sales of Latin American art 

can reach between US$800,000 to US$1.5 M (NT$24-NT$30 NT M) annually in 

Taiwan.   

Latin American art in China is way more developed than in Taiwan, with some dealers 

focusing in developing the channels for Latin American art, as are the galleries Bandi 

Trazos and Puerta Roja. If the 10% of the imports of art in the contemporary field goes 

to Latin America, sales in this segment could reach a value of US$20 million (NT$600 

million).  

5.9. Prices in the Total Available Main Market 

Taiwan average art price per work sold is among the highest in the world. This is an 

accurate representation of the relative good size of the Taiwanese market in terms of 

value and turnover compared to the size of the quantity traded. The reason of the high 

prices in the art market in Taiwan is not clear with the data gathered, but we guess is a 

consequence that an important part of the Taiwanese art collectors come from the IT 
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industry. Much of them are billionaires that have a high inclination to collect Taiwanese 

artists considered national heroes. Speculation in the market can also be another reason 

of the high average price.  

In 2012 according to art economics in the postwar and contemporary art the average 

price in Taiwan was US$96,767 (NT$2.9 million) which is a very high figure just 

behind the average prices in UK and US (US$117,721 and US$98,281) which indicates 

the relevant position of Taiwan respect to this indicator.30  

Comparing to other mature markets this average price is extremely high, is almost 2 

times that in China, almost 8 times that in the Japan market, and 5 times that in France. 

According to the world average is almost 7 times higher (see table).31  

Table 2 Average prices of art in several markets, 2012 (US$, $NT) 

Country US$ NT$ Taiwan price /country 
price 

United States 91,918 2,757,534 0.98 

China 46,211 1,386,333 1.96 

United Kingdom 110,100 3,302,988 0.82 

France 19,555 586,638 4.63 

Germany 8,900 266,994 10.17 

Italy 6,887 206,622 13.14 

Taiwan 90,502 2,715,063 1.00 

Japan 11,739 352,170 7.71 

Sweden 11,898 356,928 7.61 

Austria 12,958 388,752 6.98 

Rest of the World 13,192 395,772 6.86 

Source: Arteconomics (2013), with data of Artnet and own calculations.  

 

Data about auction prices in Taiwan confirms these same characteristics. In 2012, 

85.6% of total sales by auction were above a price of US$65,000, a figure just behind 

UK (89.7%) and US (88.9%) but above China (81.1%), France (65.2%) Japan (39.4%), 

and the world average 81.2%.32   

                                                        
30 Arteconomics (2013) with data of artnet. See McAndrew, Claire, “TEFAF Art Market Report, the global art market 
with focus in China and Brazil”, 2013, p45. 
31 Own calculations with data from arteconomics (2013). 
32 Arteconomics, 2013.  
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Table 3 Auctions sell above or below US$65,000 in 2012 

Country Value grater than 
US$65,000 

Value less than 
US$65,000 

United States  88.9% 11.1% 

China 81.1% 18.9% 

United Kingdow  89.7% 10.3% 

France 65.2% 34.8% 

Germany 49.3% 50.7% 

Italy 46.2% 53.8% 

Taiwan 85.6% 14.4% 

Japan 39.4% 60.6% 

Sweden 55.3% 44.7% 

Austria 45.2% 54.8% 

Rest of the world 61.3% 38.7% 

World 81.2% 18.8% 

Source: Arteconomics (2013), with data of Artnet and own calculations.  

In 2012 Taiwan volume of transactions of the global post war and contemporary art 

market accounted for 0.5% compared to 1% in terms of value.33 This is a characteristic 

explained by the high level of prices, only seen in mature markets, as United Kingdom, 

United Stated and China, markets with also high average prices.  

China in the other hand has also high prices with an average of US$46,211 which is 

several times the average price in European markets as Germany or France (see table 3 

as a reference).  

5.10. Prices in the Contemporary Art Market in Taiwan 

High prices in the market are also present in contemporary art. Art galleries sell a large 

percentage of paintings in oil and acrylic between the ranges of US$10,000 

(NT$300,000) to US$16,000 (NT$480,000) for contemporary Taiwanese artists not yet 

completely consolidated. This range in price are above the average price that art 

economics registers for the postwar and contemporary art in markets like Japan, 

Sweden, Austria, Italy, Germany, and the rest of the world (not considering the top 10 

markets).  

 

 

 

                                                        
33 Ibidem, see arteconomics (2013). 
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Table 4 Prices range in Taipei in contemporary art, 2013 

Type of Taiwanese artist Low bracket price High bracket price 

Consolidated  US$50,000 (NT$ 1.5 M) US$135,000 (NT 4M) 

Mature (not entirely 
consolidated) 

US$10,000 (NT$300,000) US$16,000 (NT$480,000) 

Emerging US$1,333 (NT$ 40,000)  US$3,000 (NT$ 90,000) 
Source: collected in Taipei Galleries and Art Fairs.  

Prices for more consolidated postwar and contemporary Taiwanese artists in painting 

found in Taipei are in the range between US$50,000 to US135,000 (NT$1.5 M to NT$4 

M), a value that historically is considered high. The price depends on the size, artist, 

medium and dealer.  

Small works from emerging Taiwanese artists were valued in the range between 

US$1,333 (NT$40,000), US$2,166 (NT$65,000 ), US$3,000 (and NT$90,000 ), but 

these price levels were less frequent in the market. In general, Taipei art galleries in the 

minimum bracket for painting start mainly from US$7,000-US$10,000 (around 

NT$160,000, NT$200,000 to NT$300,000), no matter the artist and the mean.  

Table 5 Prices range in traditional art in Taipei, 2013 

Type of Taiwanese artist Low bracket price High bracket price 

Ink on paper US$4,000 (NT$120,000) US$4,300 (NT$130,000) 

Oil US$133,000 (NT$4 M) US$233,000 (NT$7 M) 
Source: collected in Taipei Galleries and Art Fairs.  

For traditional works on ink and paper the prices are also dependent on the artist, type 

of work and size.  Prices for small works on paper, seen in this medium were in the 

range of US$4,000-US$4,300 (NT$120,000-NT$130,000) for relatively consolidated 

artists.34 Traditional consolidated artists in oil though, mainly Chinese and Taiwanese, 

are selling for prices ranging from US$133,000 to US$233,000 (NT$4 M to US$7 M).  

Sculpture, a mean that is very popular in Taiwan with several artists displayed, the 

prices start above US$10,000 (NT$300,000), for small pieces, and can rise to 

US$70,000 (above NT$2 M,) for relatively small pieces from consolidated Taiwanese 

artists. A lot of examples of sculptures from local artists are sold between US$16,666-

US$30,000 (NT$500,000 to NT$900,000). Sculptures from local consolidated artists 

can be above US$150,000, (NT$5 million) for big pieces, as was the case of works of 

                                                        
34  One example is the artist Wu Ping.  
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Ju Ming, who is a very consolidated local artist promoted in high scale sculpture 

delivered for public spaces.   

5.11. Prices of Contemporary Western Foreign Art in Taiwan 

In general, the prices for western artists have a smaller range than for local or Asian 

artists (Chinese, Japanese, Korean). They have similar levels than local artists in the 

entry price brackets, with a big amount selling between US$3,000 to US$16,000 

(NT$90,000-NT$480,000). However, is difficult that prices can go above US$30,000 

(NT$900,000), which also indicates very consolidated and “superstars” are not 

promoted in Taiwan.  

Actually, only just a small amount, outside sculpture, is selling above US$16,000, a 

price easily seen for Taiwanese middle-value artists indicating prices for western artist 

are lower than for locals. Nevertheless, in sculpture, prices in foreign artists can rise 

above US$30,000 (NT$900,000) and even above US$100,000 (NT$3 M).  

During “Art Revolution Taipei 2014” the average price for 30 Western artists displayed, 

was US$7,962 (NT$238,860), with the maximum price at US$30,000 (NT$900,000). 

In this data, the lower prices for Western artists is confirmed, there were selling in 

almost 2.5 times less If we compare with the average price for local and Asian artists 

gathered at that same fair, around US$19,823 (NT$594,690).  

A good estimate of the average price for a western artist and a good entry price is the 

results from the Russian designer and painter Jeni Bev Biktimirova, one of the most 

successful western artists in the “Art Revolution Taipei 2014”. During the fair she sold 

12 works with an average price of US$8,000 (NT$240,000) for works on ink and paper 

size 55 x 75 cm. Her prices are equal to the average price seen in foreign western artist 

in the same fair, which indicates is a price that can be very accepted and paid for a 

foreign artist relatively unknown. She enjoys a big acceptance in Taiwan based on the 

momentum after she won in 2013 the prize for the best foreign artist in that same art 

fair.   

5.12. Prices of Contemporary Latin American Art in Taiwan 

From Latin America there is not to many data to make soundable conclusions. But if 

we take the “Art Revolution Taipei 2014” as a benchmark, there were 4 artists in the 
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fair with prices relatively at the same level of prices for European artists in the painting 

field considering size.  

The average price seen for them is listed below. The price range was from US2,333 

(NT$70,000) to US$13,083  (NT$392,500). Two of them were below the average price 

of foreign artist of US$8,000 (NT$240,000) while one above.  

Table 6 Latin America Artists in Taipei Art Revolution 2014 

Artist Average 
Price US$ 

Average 
Price NT$ 

Mean Average 
Size (cm) 

Average 
Price per 
cm 

Works in 
Fair 

Sergio 
Martinez 

$13,083 $392,500 Oil painting 
in canvas 

110x94  1.28 4 

Jose de la 
Barra 

$6,667 $200,000 Oil painting 
in canvas 

113 x 100 $0.59 4 

Eva Vale $2,333 $70,000 Watercolor 
In Lego 

28 x 26 $3.21 1 

Source: with price information gathered at Art Taipei Art Revolution. 

In “Art Taipei 2013”, the Hong Kong based Mexican gallery Puerta Roja offered prices 

in the range between US$4,000-US$40,000 (NT$120,000 to NT$1.2 M), with some 

works offered in US$8,333 (NT$250,000) which is the entry price bracket commonly 

seen for foreign artists in the market.  

5.13. Implications of High Prices 

There are several implications for this level of prices. For one side opens good 

opportunities for dealers and artists participating in a market that values and pays for 

art. It indicates Taiwan has a mature market with collectors willing to invest in art. This 

is confirmed after gathering information in Taiwanese galleries.  

Nevertheless, the high art prices represent a market with high entry barriers and 

relatively low competition from foreign artists. Through human surveys we discovered 

that high prices also indicates local collector’s preference to buy local, consolidated and 

mature artists, regardless of price levels because there exists a strong national sentiment 

in Taiwan and a special taste for Taiwanese or Chinese art. Also important collectors 

seek to support the development of local artist.  As auction mechanism is very important 

to prices, prices are alsothe result of speculative behavior.  

These price levels also represent a cultural attitude in the art sector and among respected 

collectors being persuaded by dealers to increase their profitability. Art in Taiwan has 

to be priced relatively high historically because art galleries are considered as luxury 
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high end places to shop. The price is seen as an indicator of its value and the reputation 

of the artist. If a dealer prices an artist too low originally this will harm the reputation 

of both the dealer and artist in the eyes of collectors which are already expecting high 

prices. There is the idea in the market that lower prices do not necessarily represent 

quality work, so the initial price is set quite high. This is different from other art markets 

where valuable emerging artists can be found in prices affordable to collectors in their 

initial stage.   

Another aspect is that for Taiwanese collectors it appears that prices in the range of 

US$6,666 to US$10,000 (NT$200,000 to NT$300,000) are not considered high, 

indicating a good level in their purchasing power. In this price bracket it also appears 

that collectors are mainly art lovers, not pushed by investment decisions but more by 

decorative intentions, cultural, social recognition and emotional attitudes and the 

willingness to support local art. This entry bracket is below the average price in Taiwan 

but is similar to the average art prices for markets as Japan, Germany, Italy, Sweden, 

Austria, so is not a low price bracket.   

The ratio of value in the market and the quantity of pieces sold, as well as the high 

average price in Taiwan, also indicates that the market tend to trade expensive pieces 

of art in low quantities, probably indicating that the concentration of the total value 

should be done in a relatively small number of artists and dealers, the most recognized. 

This should make harder the entry for emerging artists as well as for foreign artists.   

5.14. Client Base 

In Taiwan there is a relevant affection of collecting art. According to the industry it 

comes from both the Japanese colonial period education and from the long Chinese 

heritage of enjoying and valuing art. This behavior solidifies after the economic growth 

and the accumulation of wealth in Taiwanese economy, mainly after 1985. Today, 

according to data of Christie’s in Hong Kong, around 30% of their clients collecting 

Asian art are from Taiwan. Local collectors are known as being well informed, liberal 

and highly influential and consolidated in Asia.  
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Having a good collectors base is a critical positive factor in the market.  Collectors are 

the most relevant player next to the artists (Boll, 2009),35  as they establish the market 

introducing money and have a powerful impact on the success of the artist.  Worldwide 

there are usually 4 types of collectors according to their needs such as  demographic, 

economic and social status, purchase behavior, personality and lifestyle. These groups 

are: art connoisseur, art lover, investor and dealer-collector.  

Table 7 Groups of worldwide collectors according to its type 

Category Demographic Economic and 
social status 

Purchase 
behavior 

Personality and Lifestyle 

Art connoisseur 
(social need 
seeker and 
symbolic needs 
seeker). 

Late 20s and 
over. 

Highly educated 
and high 
income. 

Irregular 
attendance to 
openings 
Little or no 
purchase record. 

Uncertainty and little 
experience with the art 
market. 
Enjoys reputation that 
comes with it. 
No Trading ambition or 
impact on prices 
No Exchange with artist, 
only through gallery. 
Keep artwork until death. 

Art Lover 
(emotional 
needs seeker, 
cultural needs 
seeker). 

Late 30s and 
over. 

Highly educated 
and high 
income. 

Irregular-high 
attendance 
Regular buyer. 

Old school type of 
collector. 
Motive: love art, 
inspiration, altruistic, 
Collection exchange with 
artists, tries to establish a 
connection. 
Impact on price or market. 
Loans artworks to 
museums to educate the 
public. 

                                                        
35 Frederik, Magnus. Management of Art Galleries-Business Models. University of. St.Gallen School of Management, 
2011. pp 75. 

Figure 18 Client base: Taiwanese and Chinese art collectors characteristics 
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Keeps artworks until 
death. 

Investor. 
 

Mid 30s and 
over. 

Highly educated 
and high 
income. 

No attendance 
at opening 
Irregular buyer. 

New type of speculator. 
Motive: art as an 
investment and return. 
Little interest in artist 
himself but in his 
development. 
Dealing with art and loans 
to museums to increase 
value. 
Heavy impacts on price 
and market reputation of 
collector. 
Build own museums. 
Before death: sale of 
various art works to make 
Money. 
Usually: Art funds. 

Dealer-Collector mid 30s and 
over 

Highly educated 
and high income 

No attendance 
at opening 
Irregular buyer 

Mixture of investor and 
dealer. 

In the Taiwan market there are not clear figures of what type of collectors are the most 

relevant and influential. Nevertheless, after human surveys with some actors in the 

industry, art lovers is a big group. Investors were seen strongly in the 90s, and dealer-

collectors are the group represented by Taiwanese gallery owners, which most of them, 

through their gallery space, act as dealers and collectors.   

In the art lover type there are several examples as some Taiwanese successful business 

people are known because they’re altruistic behavior and their fondness for the arts, 

seeking emotional and cultural needs. This group is buying mainly local artists.  

Mr. Lin Baili is one example representing the “art lovers” group is the art collectors. 

He is the chairman and founder of Quanta Computers. He received several prices and 

recognitions because of his accomplishments as a manager, but is also known as a 

patron of the arts. He is chairman of Quanta Culture and Education foundation, being 

in the past director of Cloud Gate Theater, an important Taiwanese dance company 

known worldwide.36  

Mr. Wang Ding Qian is an example of the second group, as he is an important collector 

and art dealer. He is known as the most influential art dealer in Taiwan and is 

                                                        
36 Another example of this behavior is Mr. Huang Chongren who has worked for several years in the IT industry, being 
CEO of Powerchip Semiconductor Corporation. He is chairman of the board in 11 companies and director of another 
4 companies. He studied art himself with famous artist Liao Jin Chun and is a strong collector of Taiwanese artists 
works. See Artinterm.net, ”Most Powerful Taiwan Collectors”    
 http://en.artintern.net/index.php/news/main/html/1/1529.  

 

http://en.artintern.net/index.php/news/main/html/1/1529
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recognized in Asia. He also has been linked to other projects in other entertainment 

fields as movies.   

Finally, another case is Mr.Wang Weizhong, who can be considered an important 

investor interested in younger artists but also in foreign art as he has brought to Taiwan 

foreign art and artists. Summed to them there is a big list of extremely well known art 

collectors, as Mr. Jinsheng, Mr.Wang Dingqian, Mr.Wang Weizhong, Mr.Chen 

Taiming, Mr.Zhang Zengwei, Mr.Li Ximing, Mr.Huang Qiguang, Mr.Zhu Shuijin, 

Mr.Cai Kangyong, Marco Xingcheng, Mr.Wang Taiqing. Among institutional 

collectors some are Sanli Television Corp. and Museums, as the Fine Art Museum in 

Taipei.  

Table 8 Taiwanese Collectors, 2014 

Collector Behavior Picture 

 

Lin Baili 

Art Lover 
seeking emotional 
and cultural needs 

 

Highly educated, high income. 
 
Successful business entrepreneur 
and manager. 
 
Patron of the arts (founder of culture 
and education foundation). 
 
Altruistic behavior.  
 
Very influential in art circles. 
 
Support of local artists. 

 

 

Wang Ding Qian  

Art Dealer and 
Collector. 

 

 
 
 
Highly educated and high income. 
 
Number one art dealer in Taiwan. 
 
Late 40s. 
 
 
Willing to risk to bring foreign art to 
Taiwan as an investment opportunity 
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Wang Weizhong 

 

Art collector and 
investor. 

 

Highly educated and high income. 
 
Executive in the Entertainment 
business, mainly in TV.  
 
 
Middle 50s.  
 
 
 

 

Source: Artintern.net 

5.15. Client base preferences 

Most Taiwanese collectors are fond of buying works mainly from Taiwanese artists in 

the field of traditional and modern art. According to data, from an important group of 

39 Taiwanese collectors, around 32 (82%) concentrate in buying ink and Taiwanese 

and Chinese modern artists. From them just 6 or 7 (18%) are strong collectors of 

contemporary art. 37 

Within collectors there is a second big interest, which is obtaining overseas 

Chinese/Taiwanese artists.38 According to foreign dealers selling overseas Chinese 

artists, they have developed relevant connections in Taiwan because of the strong 

collectors base seeking this type of art.39  

A third interest is collecting Chinese, Japanese, Korean and South East Asian 

contemporary art. Within them, Japanese artists are highly collected with relevant 

figures. Taiwanese has also collected Indian artist while the Indian gallery, Sakshi 

Gallery, one of the largest private art spaces in Mumbai, opened a space in Taipei in 

2009.  

Regarding contemporary western art sales pushed by collectors the quantity seems 

smaller than that for the case of the Taiwanese or Asian artists. Nevertheless, there is a 

growing interest amongst Taiwanese collectors in knowing new Western artists coming 

                                                        
37 According to Richard Chang, owner of a Grand Siecle Gallery in Taipei.  
38  According to data collected from the Taipei Art Economy Research Center, most of the imports of art works to 
Taiwan that come from Europe or US, are from famous overseas Taiwanese/Chinese artists. One example is Walasse 
Ting. 
39 Ms. Bastian, the owner of the Belgium Gallery J.Bastien Art, which represents important Chinese artists with 
residency in France, expressed during art Taipei 2013 boasted very good clients from Taiwanese collectors buying 
important works from Chinese artists. She said it is common to sell group of works to Taiwanese collectors as well as 
research for them to collect special works.  
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from abroad. The barrier here is that collectors need to know more about them and be 

closer to their art.   

However, the interest in contemporary western art is growing.40  Is still in a initial stage 

and is still true that being able to reach collectors taste and wants in Taiwan is a real 

challenge for a foreign dealer and a western foreign contemporary artist.  

5.16. Reaching Collectors 

There are several challenges the company must bare in while being in the market. One 

of the many challenges is reaching collectors. I this sense we have identified that the 

main challenges to reach local collectors are: 

1. Taiwanese art collectors have a very close connection to the dealer, build from 

years and very often thanks to family, business and friendship ties.  

2. The main search is to connect with art that resembles their values, history and 

tradition.  

3. In type of art not known, collectors seek relatively consolidated artists and a 

good explanation of the story behind the works as they are very aware and 

interest to find out of what the work’s mean and what was the intention of the 

artist. In this sense is very important that the artist is present in the opening or 

in the art fair.  

4. The technique and the feelings produced by the works are also very valued in 

Taiwan and China, preferring the brighter side of life.  

5. Speculation, as collectors are very aware of investment opportunities.  

All these are big challenges for western art because it is made following different ideas 

and traditions, which without a clear explanation may not be interpreted properly by 

the collectors. That is probably why, most of the western art found in Taiwan have 

themes that are not extremely complex but more in the field of decoration, representing 

                                                        
40  One example of this interest is the opening held in Taipei in October 2013 in the  Lin and Lin Gallery 
(http://www.linlingallery.com/eng/index.php). This gallery organized a solo exhibition of the Spanish artist, Jose Maria 
Cano, showing 25 of his wax works. The entire exhibition was bought and brought to Taiwan by the important art dealer 
and collector Wang Ding Qian. The investment for this opening should be considered high based on the type of art and 
the size and weight of the works. The opening, were the artist participated, was unique compared to the works normally 
seen in the market, giving the collector maintains good reputation.  
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classical elements as human body, nude, or abstract themes.  The connection with the 

dealer is nevertheless, the most difficult to tackle.  
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6. Competition 

6.1. Introduction 

In the Taiwan art market the competitive forces is consistent with the worldwide art 

sector. There is a strong rivalry among competitors, high barriers to entry to the market 

for new comers, important power of consumers and big amount of substitutes. Because 

the population and size of Taiwan is not extremely large, the art market is highly 

concentrated in a radius of some hundreds of km, making that these competitive forces 

are intensified.  

Rivalry is also intensified based on the notion that personal connections of the dealers 

are a critical factor. The connections with the target consumers are based in  long-term 

personal relations rather than by acquiring them by using traditional promotion 

strategies. Connections in this sense are not easily built, so for new comers this is a 

critical key factor to overcome. Nevertheless, this trend is changing and rivalry has 

been intensified thanks to the grow in art fairs.  At last, the power of suppliers are 

medium to low in the realm of emerging-mature artists, but can be extremely high for 

consolidated artists, as so happens in every art market.  

 

 

 

Figure 19 Competitive forces in the art market in Taiwan and China 
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Table 9 Art Sector in Taiwan Porter Five Forces 

 Taiwan 

Risk of entry Weak 
Barriers to entry 
Local Artists 

 Low in low prices 

 High in higher prices 
Foreign artists 

 High to very high 
Local Dealers 

 Medium to very high 
Foreign dealers 

 Very High 

Rivalry   High  
Market highly concentrated in a radius of few km 

Power of suppliers  Low for emerging artists 

 Low for foreign artists  

 High for consolidated artists 

Power of consumers  Medium to high for emerging collectors and art lovers 

 High for consolidated collectors 

Substitutes  Medium  to high 

 Jewelry, Antiques, Property, Stocks. 

6.2. Players in the Market 

 

Figure 20 Dealers in the market 
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6.3. Auction Houses 

In Taiwan, as is the case of other markets in Asia, such as Mainland China, the main 

competitors in the total available market come not only from local and foreign dealers 

but also from auction houses, of which some of them are also selling in the primary 

market, where dealers primarily work.41  In the art market auction houses and galleries 

are classified mainly as being Alpha, Beta, Gamma, or Delta (Vanity). This 

classification is based on their positioning and strengths in the market.42  In Taiwan 

there are Alpha auction houses such as Christies and Beta auction houses such as 

Ravenel, which is the biggest Taiwanese auction house and ranked the 8 in the world.43   

6.4. Local Galleries 

In Taiwan there are no Alpha “multinational” galleries with a consolidated international 

brand, for example Gagosian, White Cube or Saatchi, as so happens in other Asian art 

markets such as Hong Kong. In this sense the market is not as noticed and has no direct 

international competition in the dealers segment. The  market is mainly for the local 

                                                        
41 In the art market, the primary market is composed of works been sold by the artist, where part of the sale goes to 
the artist. In the secondary market, on the contrary, the works are not sold anymore by the artists, so no money involved 
goes to the artist. Historically auctions houses belonged to the secondary market, but now are also participating in the 
primary market, offering works owned by the artist. In Taiwan there is not a clear figure of the share of the market 
accounted from dealers and from auction houses. Nevertheless, auction houses represent an important channel, and 
should be larger than the world average (52%:48%). 
42 Alpha galleries are known as branded galleries, with huge global brand awareness, are trendsetters with top prices 
(even for unknown artists), are key players in secondary market, participate in the most known art fairs in the world as 
Art Basel, TEFAF, Frieze, and organize exhibitions in the best museums, their exhibitions are reviewed in mainstream 
media as the New York Times or ART news. Examples of these types are Gagosian Gallery, White Cube or Mai 36.  
 
Beta galleries are known as mainstream galleries, they have national wide brand awareness, can be trendsetter (if 
successful artists transfer to Alpha Galleries), participate in good fairs as Art Basel but with small booths, exhibitions 
reviews occasionally in national newspapers.  
 
Gamma are known as High street galleries, they have little brand awareness, no trendsetter, participation at satellite 
art fairs, exhibitions reviews at regional newspapers.  
 
Delta they have no brand awareness, no trendsetter, participate at local art fairs, usually artists pay to be shown, no 
partnership with museums. 
 
43 In 2012 Ravenel turnover was US21.9 million, with 1.93% of the global turnover for auction houses in the world, 
higher than the percentage of the entire Taiwanese market indicating her place in Taiwan market is relevant. Ravenel 
sales reached a total of US$63 million in 2012, representing probably around 30%-40% of the Taiwanese market, 
depending on the estimates.  
 
Ravenel promotes mainly Taiwanese artists, overseas Chinese artists and artists from Mainland China. The main works 
are among Taiwanese XX Century masters in oil or ink, consolidated Taiwanese postwar artists as Ju Ming, as well as 
contemporary artists in different means. Young artist are fewer but can also be seen in their catalogs. Foreigner’s 
artists are just a few. The main customer base is Taiwanese and Asian collectors.   
 
Ravenel Each year celebrates 2 main auctions seasons, spring and autumn, as well as some special auctions. Their 
main activities are printing the catalogs as well as marketing strategy as special dinners for clients and special events 
for them, VIP venues and paying professional staff. Asian collectors are fond to buy through auctions houses because 
they believe represents a better mechanisms to value the works, so this channel is relatively important. Other important 
auction houses, mainly Chinese has also offices in Taipei, as is the case of Poly International and Guardian, which 
makes the competition for art collectors even stronger. Auction houses are targeting not only consolidates collectors 
but also emerging collectors, individuals with high income in their late 30 ś or 40 ś which are starting to be interested 
in art to gain status or because they are highly educated.  
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dealers and some foreign dealers but without an extremely rivalry arising from 

international brands dealers.  

The strongest dealers in Taiwan should be considered locally owned Beta Galleries, 

with a strong investment and financial position, brand awareness. They mainly promote 

mainstream Taiwanese artists, Mainland China high-end artists and  

 

Chinese expat artists, mainly living in Europe. They have developed connections 

between curators, museum officials, and the art circle. These galleries are the fiercest 

competitors in the market as they concentrate a big amount of the art sold in Taiwan. 

As is almost in all art markets, this is a small group of galleries compared to the total, 

representing around 10% of the total dealers with a dominant position but not 

exaggeratedly dominant. Usually the owners and directors of these Beta galleries are 

well known and respected in the art circles.44  A good example of a strong Beta gallery 

is Eslite Gallery, which has been the only Taiwanese gallery that has participated in Art 

Basel in the last 40 years.45  

                                                        
44 As is the case of Nou gallery whose owner, Mr. Ching Chuang Huang, has more than 30 years in the business and 
is a well-known art dealer in Taiwan. In recent years his strategy has focused on bringing various foreign artists to the 
market.  
 
45 Eslite Gallery has a strong brand awareness because is part of a very important business group in the entertainment, 
cultural and real state. Eslite art Gallery has been a trendsetter in the market promoting local artists. The strong financial 

Figure 21 Galleries positioning in Taiwan and China 
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The second group is Gamma art galleries. This is also an important group in the market 

which also concentrates a good amount of revenue and can be considered purely 

Gamma based in their offering of a mix of upcoming, emerging and established artists 

usually rejected by the Beta galleries. In this group we find almost all the rest of the 

galleries in Taiwan. Some are well located, but their investment in space and the type 

of artists displayed cannot be equally compared to the Beta galleries.46   The rivalry 

among them is also strong. These galleries can additionally promote consolidated artists 

but in the secondary market, reselling some of their works.  

Some vanity galleries also exist, renting their space to artists, as the Photo Gallery 1839, 

which has a small salon working as a vanity gallery plus an exhibition hall for invited 

artists. Other examples are the Fuji Gallery in Renai. Private dealers are also in the 

market but are not readily visible.  

In the case of the location of the galleries, the market is highly concentrated around 

Taipei City, which accounts for almost 75% of the art galleries established in Taiwan. 

There are also art dealers in the cities of Taichung, Tainan, Kaohsiung and Hualien with 

almost 13%, 9% and just around 3% respectively.47  

In terms of value is much probable to speculate that Taipei even concentrates a higher 

percentage based that the strongest Gamma art galleries, selling the most expensive 

local artists are located there. 

6.5. Dealers focused in Latin America artists 

In Taiwan there is not a single dealer focused only on Latin American art. Nevertheless, 

some dealers promoting Latin American art in Asia are already inside the market and 

performing relatively well. For them Taiwanese collectors are very reachable as they 

                                                        
position of this Gallery has helped her to position itself as a platform for Taiwanese successful artists and to promote 
art that in other circumstances would be difficult to come to Taiwan.  Other examples of Beta galleries in Taiwan are 
Soka Art Center, Kalos Gallery, Liang Gallery, Imavision Gallery, and Nou Gallery and Lin Lin gallery.Soka Art Center 
also has art galleries in Mainland China, being in this sense international. Lin Lin, Kalos, Insian and Liang gallery, all 
enjoy large showroom in street level, being located in high end Neighborhoods as Da An and Neihu, and in commercial 
streets as Ren Ai and Dunghua Bei Lu.  
 
46 Examples in the contemporary art are Imavision, Aki Gallery, Grand Siecle Gallery, Caves Gallery, Lipen Gallery, 
New Door Art Gallery, Bluerider Art and Red Gold Fine Art. 
 
47 Own calculations using information of galleries listed in Taiwan Gallery Week.  
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have developed connections in important art circles in art centers as Shanghai, Hong 

Kong and Seoul.  

The Gallery Bandi Trazos is the most outstanding as it boasts offices in Shanghai and 

Seoul and is the organizer of the Latin America Pavilion in the Shanghai Art fair for 

the past 10 years. Bandi Trazos represents emerging and some Latin American 

superstars such as Botero or Carlos Cruz Diez. Two Spaniards and one Korean dealer 

manage the company, with offices as well in Toronto and Montevideo. Bandi Trazos 

has represented around 80 artists and 30 exclusive artists from Cuba, Venezuela, 

Colombia, Uruguay, and Korea. The company offers added services to coordinate 

cultural events, as well exhibitions in museums, art fairs as well as private Galleries, 

particularly in Mainland China and Korea.  

Bandi Trazos also runs a organization named “Latin American Artists in Asia” offering 

representation for a broader range of emerging artists as well as complementary 

services such as shipping, translation, transportation and print services for artistic works.  

This company controls today a big part of what is going on in Asia for Latin American 

artists and it seems there is no other company more established or well connected so 

far. Year after year more and more Latin American artists are trying to be represented 

in Asian markets, mainly in Mainland China. Bandi Trazos is a company that is taking 

advantage of these conditions.  

Another example of art dealers in Asia promoting Latin America art is ART 180 

degrees, a Colombian base gallery that represents mainly Colombian artists in 

Singapore. This gallery focuses on artists considered prominent and talented emerging 

artists, as well as established artists already recognized in Latin America but without a 

reputation in Asia.   

To date ART 180 degrees represents 10 artists mainly in the emerging field. Their last 

opening occurred in October 2013 and included a Brazilian artist. The opening was held 

in the Brazilian embassy in Singapore. The company runs art gatherings and works with 

other Asian galleries.  

Another important dealer is, as noted before, the Mexican gallery, Puerta Roja, which 

operates from Hong Kong, and is in charge of promoting Mexican and Spanish artists 
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in that region, with the aim to reach Mainland Chinese collectors. This gallery 

represents around 7-8 artists as well as has connections with other dealers in Latin 

America so can reach other artists working by appointment and more as an art 

consultant company focused in Mexican and Spanish art. In through Art Taipei brought 

Mexican artists to Taiwan. This dealer has been in the market for 4 years indicating 

success by the owner. The owner is a women and Mexican economist living in Hong 

Kong.   

6.6. Entry Barriers for Dealers in the Available Market 

In terms of their time in the market a large amount of galleries were opened after 1987 

when the martial law was abolished in Taiwan and the economic miracle of the island 

was accomplished.  

Still today new galleries are entering to the market, some with important investments.48 

This has been true mainly after the year 2000 thanks to the rapid increase in the interest 

in the contemporary art. In the last 5 years new galleries, local and foreign, have 

appeared in the Taiwan market with results varying from one to other.49 Nevertheless, 

for galleries and dealers the barriers to enter the market will depend on the segment that 

the dealer wants to be involved in.  

For Beta galleries working with consolidated artists the barriers are high. This segment 

requires higher investment in space, promotion and marketing, as some consolidated 

artists do not work by the commission model so they need to acquire the works.  These 

dealers business model involves dealing with high-end collectors so their 

professionalization need to be higher involving more costs in their staff, marketing, 

services, research, and persuasion of artists.  

After visiting Beta galleries in Taipei we could deduce their investment are high based 

in the works of art they promote.  Big corporations in other fields, such as construction 

companies, own some of these galleries in Taipei, as per our research, IT companies, 

                                                        
48 Examples of new galleries with high investments are MOT Art and Liang Gallery.  
 
49 One good example is the gallery own by famous Japanese artist, Takashi Murakami, or local dealers as Bluerider 
Art, established just few years ago.  
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financial services and media companies. In some cases their owners are consolidated 

dealers and experienced collectors as well.  

For Gamma and Delta type galleries with less consolidated artists and investment, the 

barriers to enter in terms of investment and costs of operation can be considered 

medium. Few people can manage these galleries and salaries in Taiwan are still 

relatively low compared to other places in Asia. The rent for thus size and type of spaces 

are also cheaper compared to other places in Asia as Hong Kong or Shanghai.  

But apart from the investment and operation costs, the most relevant barrier to enter the 

market for the dealers is the access to the collectors. This capacity to have relations is 

a primary barrier as most of collectors and gallery owners are friends, relatives, are 

business partners in other sectors or were peers in another moment in their professional 

life.  Chinese business is build by a strong net of relations and social interaction, which 

also is true for the art sector. Art sector behaves in this sense, as galleries and collectors 

are connected by interests beyond the sale, as strengthening personal, family or business 

relations, as well as other interest as for example helping artist, social acceptance, or 

paying favors. This is a high barrier for companies without strong connections and 

business networks. 

Time and expertise in the market is another barrier. The most consolidated galleries 

were founded more than 30 years ago. New galleries in the market are still 

consolidating their place in this sector but the older dealers have a special place in the 

market, as their connections and reputation is stronger.  

These high entry barriers imply that the risk of new entrants is low which means that 

the profits for the already established dealers should be secured and high. For smaller 

dealers the risk of new competitors can be higher diminishing their profits. As is 

expected, the lower prices found was in the smaller galleries working in the segment of 

emerging artists.  

6.7. Entry Barriers for Foreign Dealers 

For foreigner dealers the entry barriers and the barriers to stay in the market are 

extremely high. The most notable are the investment required to enter the market and 

the lack of connections with collectors. The initial investment and financial position in 
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the initial stage has to be strong as the time to build a reputation is long and because 

there is an extra cost to bring the works to Taiwan. The risk of not selling an artist is 

higher as higher are the cost to promote the artist (transportation, warehouse, etc).50 

The second is the ability to create a client base. Being a foreigner dealer rest the ability 

to have close relations with collectors, which only can be constructed with time. The 

ability to skillfully negotiate or persuade and the associated trust takes also time to build.  

As we noticed, in Chinese business practices, sometimes sales are made by interests 

beyond the sale itself, which is obviously difficult a foreign dealer can meet this criteria. 

With a foreign dealer there are neither other interest involved nor a relation that 

involves past generations, or a common ground as family interactions, a long friendship 

or business partnerships. 51 

With no doubt this entry barrier is the most critical as there are important examples of 

foreign galleries coming to Taipei that resembles this fact. The case for the Mumbai 

base Sakshi Gallery, one of the strongest galleries in Mumbai, India, and the Japanese 

gallery, Kai Kai Kiki, owned by superstar Japanese artist Takashi Murakami, 

exemplifies this fact. Both came in 2009 and closed after 3 years.52  

Both galleries had a strong financial position in their countries and a high value pool of 

artists, but neither could became successful in Taiwan. The main reason was their 

inability to interest and contact local collectors to have a good amount of sales. In the 

long run they could not create value locally, more that they did from their headquarters 

in Mumbai and Tokyo, or by participating in art fairs, were Taiwanese collectors were 

also reached.  

A third barrier is to compete with the deep preferences in local collectors to collect local 

artists. The sentiment of buying local “heroes” is strong among Taiwanese collectors. 

                                                        
50 Phillip Staib, the only foreign dealer in Taiwan, had also a strong financial position coming into to the market. He had 
successful business in other fields giving him the ability to invest in art after building a good personal fortune.  
 
51 The director in Taipei of the Phillip Staib Gallery expressed French owner has built his connections after living more 
than 20 years in Asia (Thailand, China). His Chinese wife has helped to tackle cultural issues, but more importantly has 
made him enter the network of Chinese business practices and being part of a bigger net beyond the art sector, a family 
and business net.  He as we mentioned, has galleries in Beijing, Shanghai and Taipei.  

 
52  Sakshi came to Taiwan with a strong financial position and a good offer of valuable Indian artists. Murakami came in 
2009 and opened a space in Taipei offering also valuable Japanese artists. Sakshi closed after just 2-3 years. Murakami 
announced in 2012 his intention to re-structure his strategy in Taiwan closing his space and just participating in Art Taipei 
every November.   
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The development of local art, as seen through the art in ink movement, also implies a 

large pool of local artists for collectors to curate which results in some tapering of 

interest from the curators on foreign artists and their corresponding works.  

This high entry barriers is a characteristic not only in place in Taiwan but also in other 

relevant Asian markets.53  But these high barriers also mean higher profits. Via market 

research we can conclude that some artists sold by foreign dealers, not extremely well 

known artists in the international art world, enjoy medium to high prices.  

6.8. Business Model of Art in Taiwan  

It is true that art dealers in Taiwan are differentiated according to their position (Beta, 

Gamma, Vanity), but is also true that in terms of business models the differentiation is 

not as obvious as there is not a clear business model differentiation.   

According to the business model in place there are several characteristics in Taiwan. 

The first is that a lot of dealers work with similar approaches to the market, which 

means there is not a clear business model differentiation. This is not different from 

other art markets where in Europe this is also a norm.  

In their main value proposition galleries concentrate merely in the organization of 

regular exhibitions, which are open to the public, with exhibited for sale. There are no 

other services or value included in their offerings.  

Nevertheless, there is some differentiation based on the positioning in the market and 

strategy. Taiwanese galleries can be selling in the primary market as well as in the 

secondary market by reselling works of famous and master artists. This attitude in the 

value proposition should be considerer relevant and different from what happens in 

other places, as Europe, where usually, just the Alpha or Beta galleries participate in 

the secondary market. In Taipei different dealers, without considered as Beta, can be in 

the primary and in the secondary market.  

                                                        
53  According to information gathered during the 2013 Art Forum, “Asian Value”, some foreigner dealers established in 
Asia (Hong Kong), with the aim to promote foreign artists, commented the difficulty of attracting Asian collectors to foreign 
art. In some cases we could feel some frustration. These high entry barriers has modified the strategy for some of the foreign 
dealers. They underwent change and today promote both local as well as foreign artists to be more appealing to collectors 
taste, but nevertheless, their most important collectors base are still foreigners and expats living in Asia.  
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In terms of the type of offering, there is not a clear differentiation, so results that 

galleries, in Taiwan, do not work as specialized dealers in a specific area of the market 

as there are not yet purely defined concept galleries.  

The only clear differentiation is between promoting traditional art, such as ink or 

calligraphy, and modern and contemporary art. But even in this scenario there can exist 

a mix of both within a single gallery. This occurrences makes it common to see in 

almost all the galleries not only a combination of modern and contemporary art, but 

also a combination of means, such as painting, sculpture and in some cases photography.  

At the moment the clearer inclination to differentiate the offer in galleries will be as 

expected, the level of recognition of the artist, defined by the place the galleries are 

filling, such as Beta, Gamma or Delta galleries.   

Nationality of the artist is increasingly becoming a differentiation driver in the value 

proposition, a main strategy for some and a market positioning. This is particularly seen 

in the case of promoting Asian artists. There is a big emphasis and rivalry in the 

promotion of Chinese, Japanese and Korean artists as a good amount of galleries in 

Taipei have decided to include an increasing number of Asian artists trying to find some 

differentiation. This is particular the case for Beta dealers.54   

Inside this positioning there are also some segmentation. There are examples of 

concentration in niche parts of the Asian artist market, as some dealers promote mainly 

emerging Chinese artists55, other promoting famous Chinese artists only in print56, and 

other selling works in traditional ink, calligraphy or Chinese super stars working in 

contemporary art or traditional in oil.57 The same happens with Japanese artist.  

The concept galleries, that can be found, as a value proposition, are into contemporary 

art and emerging artists.58 Others are concentrated in promoting digital visual arts and 

photography.59  

                                                        
54 Such as Lin Lin, Soka Art, Imavision Gallery, and Gama dealers such as Pata Gallery or MOTART.  
55 Pata Gallery  
56 Savoir Gallery 
57 Gloria Art Center or Xihitang Gallery. 
58 As is the case of Aki Gallery. 
59 TIVAC and 1839 Contemporary Gallery. 
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Another aspect of the value proposition in the business model in the sector is offering 

more or less artists, rather than aggregated services. The international norms in some 

galleries is promoting between 5 to 25 artists. In the case of some Taiwanese dealers 

artists advertised in their web page can go to 50 or even to 200 or 300 artists, which is 

a very high number for the art market.60 In general is surprising how many artists can 

be found on the web page of some galleries.  

This exemplifies a Long Tail business model where dealers are trying to receive more 

revenue without supporting their business too seriously in a limited amount of artists 

expecting blockbuster sales, but prefer selling a lot of artists in small quantities each. 

This indicates in some cases a behavior of more of a decorative sector than a promotion 

of real pieces of fine art (original, special, valuable), and that some galleries function 

as art platforms.  

In terms of clients and customer relations, most of galleries act in a similar way, were 

they will base their business, as noted before, in art collectors of specific taste 

(traditional art, contemporary art) but mainly defined by their very close family, friend 

and business relations, more than a clear segmentation of the types of collectors they 

want to reach.  

The main channel for most of the dealers are their own spaces and recently a important 

participation in local art fairs, at least 6 or 7 every year. Most of the Beta and Gama 

galleries also participate regularly in art fairs in Taiwan, mainly in he big cities, as Art 

Taipei, Art Taizhong, Art Kaohsiung and Art Tainan. Also some hotel fairs are gaining 

importance, as is Young Art Taipei.  Going to important fairs outside Taiwan in the 

West is not extremely commonly seen as part of the business model but some galleries 

are doing it more and more.  

But there is a growing trend to connect better in regional markets, such as Mainland 

China. Important examples of Taiwanese galleries that have decided to venture and 

open branches in Mainland China are increasing. 61  This connection opens up big 

opportunities for these galleries to build relations with both Chinese collectors and also 

                                                        
60 One example is Caves Gallery, which has a very large amount of artists in their web page.  
61 The Gallery 99 Art Center located in Taipei boasts 2 locations in Shanghai and is mainly dedicated to promoting 
Taiwanese artists in China.  The gallery Soka Art Center is another example with a gallery in Beijing as well as in Taipei, 
Tainan and Taichung. Pata Gallery is another example of a Taiwanese gallery with branches and connections in China.  
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Chinese artists giving the companies more resources to offer to their clients (both 

collectors and artists).   

Some Taiwanese galleries that are not yet in China tend to start doing so by participating 

in Chinese art fairs.62 Because of the long relations between the business communities 

and the expertise of Taiwanese in China, these galleries have so far a good position in 

the Chinese market, representing a different channel and strategy to go to Mainland 

China compared with Hongkonease galleries doing the same.   

In Mainland China the interest in Taiwanese artists has also grow importantly helping 

this expansion. This fact is explained because Taiwanese artists still have prices that 

are affordable compared to the boom in Chinese artists. Since 20 years ago a notable 

amount of Taiwanese artists have moved to China because of the expansion in the 

demand and also in the supply were more artists have emerged.  

 

The Internet is not yet an important channel for the art in Taiwan, surprisingly, based 

in the high penetration and usage of e-commerce in Taiwan. This is so because the main 

buyers (collectors) are still used to buy through traditional means. 

In their main activities galleries find artists and make shows. In Taiwan galleries 

acquaint themselves with artists through their personal connections via curators, 

university professors, friends or by visiting art fairs. Related to foreign artists, visiting 

international fairs and research through the internet are the most used channels to 

acquire new artists.  

In securing the artists, art galleries compete each other mainly by offering better spaces, 

collectors’ reach, marketing as catalogs, and prices to the artist. Commission is not a 

common competitive force, as most of the commission is a standard of 50%. Galleries 

also resell works of collectors or buy from foreign artists to resell. Usually foreign art 

is resold. For agents the normal commission paid is around 20%.  

                                                        
62 The Lipen Gallery exhibits at least 1 time in China, in either Shanghai or Beijing every year.  
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Marketing as a key activity is not as important as we would expect coming from the art 

sector. This is an important difference from other markets, mainly in the West, where 

the art sector has a strongly connection today with a celebrity type marketing approach. 

In Taiwan this is not the case. There is a low profile approach as is one characteristic 

in the traditional Chinese business culture, were to much attention from outsiders is not 

wanted. The art sector in this sense does not use marketing as strongly. Also marketing 

tools effect in the revenue should be very limited as collectors relations with the gallery 

owners are much more important as explained before.  Openings in Taipei are a proof 

of this fact, as they are usually small and do not bring to many people, are done without 

doing to much noise and usually without media participation.63   Nevertheless, more 

and more marketing tools are being used as Taiwan galleries tend to participate more 

in ART fairs to be directly connected to collectors.  

 

About key resources, artist as expected, is one of the main key resource for the galleries 

business model. The pool of artist defines the place of the gallery in the market. 

Collectors base is also a key resource, as they will also push the reputation of the artist 

and that of the gallery. Owners and their reputation is also a key resource, as their 

personality, connections and knowledge determine the artist pool and collectors base 

of the gallery.  Gallery owners should not be under-valued as is a key factor in the 

business model of art in any market, and so is in Taiwan.  

Location is also an important key part of the business model of art. In Taipei, at least, 

is not the exception. The more than 70 galleries in the market in Taipei, for example, 

are located in 12 different areas of the city in small clusters of galleries relatively close 

to each other. High-end neighborhoods as Neihu, Daan, Zhongshan, Zhong zheng and 

Tianmu concentrate the majority, mainly in relevant high-end commercial streets as 

Renai, Dunghua and Fuxing.   

Infrastructure is also a key resource. Street levels are the norm for the Beta type 

galleries and some Gamma, but some are also located in basements and inside buildings 

                                                        
63 Art market is known as a gray area in the market, so also there should be incentives not to appear to much not to bare 
attention of government, tax authority, etc.  
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without street exposure.64 This is relevant to note because finding relatively important 

amount of dealers without street level exposure, show the competitive force of 

connections to the clients base are probably more important in some cases than 

exposure to street affluence. .  

The size of the display rooms also works as a determinant of the business model and is 

in relation to the position of the galleries, as Beta, Gamma or Delta. Usually, as is 

expected, Beta has the biggest spaces and the better infrastructure for display.  

In terms of professionalization in the staff is not a big resource as a competitive force 

in Taiwan. The number of employees is small. Galleries employ preferably women, 

usually a manager and their assistants. Not all the employees in the galleries studied art 

but some come from related fields, such as theater, literature, or other types of 

expression related to art. In general the staff knowledge of art is not outstanding. 

Usually this is a consequence that rotation in staff is big, as galleries pay low salary per 

hour to some of their employees, and in some cases they prefer to hire on a part time 

job basis. Is also a consequence that hierarchy is relevant as the owner or the general 

manager will probably make the sale. 

In the key partnerships, the cooperation between dealers is a factor seen and should be 

taken into consideration as critical to the sector. Art dealers in the Taiwan market 

function as a unified group were almost all are part of the Taiwan Gallery Association, 

which has more than 80 members, being the strongest organization in the sector. The 

association president rotates from all the members and dictates the main strategy for 

the sector organizing forums, art fairs and guidelines for the operation. The Association 

was created in the 1990s with the main objective to control the speculative behavior of 

some actors and today serves also to control the entrance of new players that can disrupt 

the market. This is also a expected business practice in the Chinese cultural way of 

doing business, where competition and collaboration is just 2 sides of the same coin. 

Competitors are also collaborators in an atmosphere where the general situation of all 

the actors is first than the situation of a single case.  

                                                        
64  As Daan, Dazhi, Neihu and Zhongshan. Renai Rd, Dunhua Rd, ZhongXiao Xinsheng, Zhong Xiao Fuxing, or Zhong Shan 
Rd.  
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In the last several years, the market has been pushed to open up with other groups 

advocating greatly to get more participation, increasing the rivalry among groups. The 

Art Revolution Taipei, held in April, is a good example of another group different from 

the Taiwan Gallery Association. This Art fair is organized by the Taiwan International 

Contemporary Artists Association another group pushing to enter the market. 

In the revenue model, galleries work mainly by the commission/royalty model, where 

almost all work taking a 50% stake of the value of the art works. Apart from the 

commission/royalty, revenue model will depend in the main strategy.  In Taiwan 

dealers have developed a revenue model that can be stronger than in Europe, because 

dealers have more revenue drivers as usually a lot of them participate in the primary 

and secondary markets as we have noted.  Dealers can sell both in the primary as the 

secondary based on their good clients base and trust. The commission model, usually 

resells instead of the case of foreign art.  

The emphasis and main strategy will define the revenue model. Concentrating in 

blockbuster sales through local and foreign Asian superstars is one approach or by a 

more long tail revenue business model approach. Also the channels are a component of 

the revenue model, as revenue is made mainly in gallery spaces, through fairs, locally, 

internationally markets, internet or visiting collectors.  

Another important aspect of the revenue model is the revaluation of the works 

purchased by some dealers, as they gain in the value appreciation of the works collected 

by them. The cost structure in the market is relatively flat and controlled, where rent 

and utilities, and warehouse is the most important component in the operation, followed 

by art fair participation and then by staff salaries.  

In the case of galleries with several locations in and outside Taiwan the cost structure 

can be more complex with higher fixed costs and variable costs as transportation and 

insurance. Transportation and installation are also important components but will 

depend who pays for them.  

The main characteristic then is a cost structure with very important overhead expenses, 

controlled manufacturing expenses (50% commission to artist), and very low inventory 

expenses based that galleries usually do not buy the works they sell.  
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6.9. Business Model in Dealers Focused in Western Artists  

A very small percentage of the galleries in Taipei main value proposition are to display 

Western artists. Phillip Staib Gallery is one of them. This dealer positioning in the 

market is as a Beta gallery entirely focused in promoting and selling western artists 

highly concentrated in the mean of sculpture and in the nationality of artists, mainly 

American and European artists.  

He promoted from small to big works for public art. One of their main target clients are 

companies. This gallery established in Taipei after being successful in Mainland China, 

with galleries in Shanghai and Beijing. The dealer is located in Nei Hu district in Taipei. 

His investment is considerable based on the size and the pieces exhibited.  

Philipp Staib Gallery is mainly promoting American and European artists, considered 

in some cases established but not able to be promoted by international Alpha or  Beta 

galleries. One example is the American scultpturer Peter Woytuk. The gallery has 

several pieces from him and his wife. Another example is the French sculptor Val, who 

is not extremely known in the international art circles but has been very successful in 

Taiwan. Val lives in Thailand and has become one of the strongest artists displayed and 

promoted by Phillip Staib Gallery in Taipei. She was displayed in “Art Taipei 2012” 

and “Art Taipei 2013” as well as “Solo Taipei 2014”.  

Phillip Staib Gallery enjoys a special place in the market as it contains a unique offer 

of artists not readily seen in other galleries. His business model is to sell directly in their 

space in Neihu and has a strong participation in fairs with big space exhibited.  

The rivalry in this sector is increasing, as more Taiwanese dealers are displaying 

Western artists. This is mostly happening by Beta galleries. One example is Nou 

Gallery, which in august of 2013, brought to Taipei three pieces of the British artist 

Tony Cragg and two works from the Belgium artist Wim Delvoye. Similar pieces of 

Cragg were sold in Europe in 2006 for US$200,000 and US$800,000. The investment 

in these 3 pieces should have been in around US$1.3 M. Talking with the dealer we 

know he bought them and brought them to Taipei to resell them.  
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The Han Art Space in Tainan is another example of a Taiwanese gallery exclusively 

focused on foreign artists. Its owner, Ms. Metra Lin is bringing to Taiwan mainly 

eastern European and Japanese artists in the emerging field, focused on painting.  
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7. Product and Market Positioning 

 

Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術）main product will be Latin American art in the field 

of painting, photography, sculpture, video, installation and electronic art. This art will 

come from emerging to middle mature artists with a high internal and external value. 

The art will be offered following curatorial excellency and high standards of 

professionalism. In this task the company will also focus to deliver and create cultural 

projects to connect communities, engage customers as art talks, seminars and 

workshops.  

 

 

 

Figure 22 Product offered. 
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Images for illustration porposes, all rights reserved to Claudia Perez Pavon, Monica Espinosa, Omar 
Rodrigues Graham, Taka Fernandez, Daniela Edburg, Alex Dorfsman, Mariela Sancari, Victor del 
Moral. 

The market positioning for our product is to reach art lovers, new emerging art 

collectors and dealers, who want more diversification and a new type of art not seeing 

yet in the market. In this sense we will be positioned offerring a new product category 

in the market that provides diversification to collectors and a new source for investment. 

Our product will be different from competitors bringing foreign art. 

 

Figure 23 Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) product 

Figure 24 Marketing positioning. 
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Our strengths will be the uniqueness and the differentiation that we will bring to the 

market, as well as the personality of the artists. We will have to bare the weakness of 

developing the relations and building the customer base, as well as entering a new 

market. Nevertheless, the opportunity is that is not saturation in our niche. 

7.1. Marketing Strategy 

The marketing strategy will be critical in the activities of the company, being necessary 

to build brand awareness within the Taiwanese and Chinese community and collectors 

base. The approach developed will need to be based in how to engage an elite class of 

consumers, respecting their status and their sense of exclusivity. Helping as well to feel 

that they can trust and rely in our company, as this class has a high consumption 

behavior but usually they are not likely to over spend or take unnecessary risks with 

their money.   

Their main driver is to obtain value for what they spend.  In this sense we will work in 

being focused, grabbing attention, and engaging with this elite class. We would need to 

foster creativity, up-scale events and the use of social media and the internet, where the 

company will engage effecively with the client base.  We will be focused, meaning we 

will seek to build a collectors base of 10 elite art collectors in the first year. We will 

grab their attention through our exhibitions and fair participation, lectures, seminars 

and art talks. We will engage through a personal connection accesing higher emotions 

and deep empathy. We will use the power of word of mouth, initimate gatherings and 

high scale events where we will present not only the art but also a deeper point of view 

about our artists and company.  

A important driver will be the location of the company, to be able to engage and be 

close to our client base. The company location will be in the center of Taipei, in Daan 

district. Located near important turistic and commercial attractions, easy to acces and a 

important commercial district in Taipei. 
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The location will be a relevant factor in the market positioning and strategy of the 

company.  

Figure 25 Location of the company in Taipei 
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8. Sello de Agua Art (洋璽藝術) Business Model 

The company business model concept is identified as a multi-sided platform as the 

company will serve two different types of customers: Taiwanese Asian collectors and 

Latin American artist. The company will focused to deliver value to both customers by 

acting as the intermediary in connecting them. Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術） will 

serve both simultaneously.  

8.1. Customers Segments and Target Audience 

The customer segments will be the target audience, collectors identified as art lovers 

seeking to increase their enjoyment and uniqueness in their art collections through 

foreign art, particularly through under-represented art as is the case of Latin American 

art.  In this sense the customer targeted by Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術） will have 

special traits in their behavior as art collectors, being extremely interested in acquiring 

art for enjoyment and with a strong disposition of approaching art collection as a 

important area of their life fulfilling both emotional needs as well as social needs and 

sophostication. This focus will be important to company as according to several wealth 

management institutions and companies, the emotional returns remains the key driver 

for art buyers and investors, so it needs to be embedded in our approach to promote art. 

Figure 26 Company business model. 
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The professionalization in offering real investment opportunities will be a key 

component in the sello de agua art offerings and value delivered to our customers.  

The targeted audience, as noted before, will be art lovers, emerging collectors and art 

dealers. All of whom will be located in the high end socioeconomic class, considered 

High Net Worth Individuals (HNWI) or elite pocket individuals that posses a net worth 

of US$1 million or more (NT$30 M). In this class exists a complex set of attitudinal, 

aspirational and lifestyle characteristics that drive purchase choices and marketing 

responses. According to research, these individuals are interested in lifestyle activities 

as golf, physical fitness, and in intellectual and creative driven activities as will be the 

product offered by our company. This class is usually focus to drive two aspects in their 

life when they buy: distinguish themselves and to enrich their life experience. The 

company will focus in this class and in their response.  

We use an empathy map to describe our main target customer. We decide to choose, 

Henry, a 46 year old, living in Taipei and educated in United States and Europe. He 

works in the IT sector, and has a managerial status. He usually plays golf with his 

friends, has a sport car and two kids. He likes wine tasting and to be involved in 

intellectual activities with his friends. After 35 he started to be interested in collecting 

art and in attending regularly to art exhibitions because his bosses usually invited him 

to art gatherings. He is intellectually driven and wants to prove himself to his social 

mates by his knowledge and singularity. After some years collecting art he is now more 

engage in it, attending to art fairs, auction houses and fairs in nearby countries, as Hong 

Kong.  

What does he see? 

 Friends and colleagues regularly engaging in cultural activities as art exhibtion 

openings, wine tasting and golf. 

 Same type of art, with not differentiation, same offerrings, tradition.  

What does he hear? 

 Dealer 1: Check our new exhibition, new emerging Taiwanese artists, you will be 

surprised, he is very different. 
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 Dealer 2: Soon we will have a Solo of the latest work of one of your favorite local 

artists.  

 Collector 1: This market is quite monothonous, don t́ you think? I would like to have 

new offerrings.  

 Collector 2: You want to go to Art Basel in Miami? They have art from everywhere.   

What does he really think and feel? 

 Would like to see a different variety of artists, new art.  

 Would love to develop a collection that is international and different from my friends. 

 I feel awesome when my friends know I am different and sophisticated.   

What does he say and do? 

 I love this new artist from Indonesia, so fresh, so different. Great that they bring him 

to Taipei. 

What is the customer pain? 

 No real diversification in the market, too local and too regional. 

 From the western art, always from Europe and US, and some not seem extraordinary. 

What does the customer gain? 

 Diversification in his consumption. 

 Knowledge of a different type of art.  

 Art with a different and fresh point of view. 

Based in this empathy map collectors targeted by Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術） 

will need to be extremely opened and interested in other manifestations of art different 

from the common available, not only in Taiwan, but also in Asia. The collectors 

targeted in this sense will be educated and high-income individuals between 29 and 55, 

with a sophisticated life and life experience through traveling, education, professional 

success and developed personal relations. Extremely joyful, intellectually driven and 

open to life. Their approach to collections will imply a real interest in acquiring rare 

and special pieces of art from all the world, not only from their own tradition.  
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Collectors in this sense will be identified as already developed art collectors but whom 

they want to increase the value and uniqueness in their collections.The company in this 

sense will be focused in relatively young to middle mature art collectors.  A second 

collector’s base will be foreigners living in Taiwan which can be considered wealthy 

enough to be interested in acquiring art from other countries. In this group mainly 

European and American collectors will be targeted. This group will be mainly 

composed of executives working in multinational companies as well as government 

officials whom like art and enjoy art collecting.  

A third group of collectors targeted will be corporate collectors, both public and private 

collectors, as Museums and private art foundations. This group can be developed 

through time as the company solidifies its place in the market. Several collectors of this 

type exist in Taiwan.  

The last collectors base will be those located outside Taiwan, mainly in Mainland China. 

This collectors will be in the same type of bracket as the Taiwanese collectors: 

extremely opened and interested in other manifestations of art different from the usually 

available in China, educated and high income individuals, with a sophisticated life and 

life experience through traveling, education and developed personal relations. They 

could be in their late 20s until mid 50s. Also collectors with a link to Latin America as 

well as foreigners living in China will be in the scope of Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝

術）.  

In the case of Latin American artists the group targeted will be those perceived as 

already in their middle to mature to consolidated careers, but without a penetration in 

Asia and Taiwan markets, with high internal and external value already embraced in 

their country. Emerging Latin America artists will also be promoted.  

According to the internal value, the artist promoted will need to have a personality 

perceived as special, visionary and with creative original works. Related to their 

external value 2 important criteria will be used to select the artist: enjoying a strong 

network of partners, supporters and colleagues in their home country, and have built an 

environment that has already embraced their work internally and in International 

markets.  
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Artists promoted will need to have been granted with a recognition to their value like 

scholarships and cultural grants, participate in artistic residencies and or in artistic 

groups, won prizes and mentions. They will also need to have experience in group 

shows at national museums level, solo at regional museums and galleries, and collection 

by national museums and important collectors in their respected countries,  been highly 

reviewed in journals or with publishers with national distribution.  

Emerging artists will also be promoted, embodying as well a visionary, creative and 

original personality, but without a strong network of partners, supporters or colleges 

based on their youthful or initial career stage. These artists will also have a respected 

reputation, with participation experience in-group exhibitions at regional museums, 

local galleries and museums, including limited newspaper reviews and catalogues. 

Table 10 Criteria for Selection of Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術) artists 

  Internal Value External Value 

Mature   Personality perceived as special. 

 Visionary and creative original 
works. 

 

 Receive scholarships and grants. 

 Participate in artistic residencies and or 
artistic groups.  

 Won prizes and mentions. 

 Group shows at national museums. 

 Solo shows at regional museums and 
galleries. 

 Collection by national museums and 
important collectors in their respected 
countries. 

 Highly reviews in journals or with publishers 

with national distribution. 
Emerging  Personality perceived as special.  

 Visionary, creative and original 
works. 

 Without a strong network of partners, 
supporters or colleges based on their 
youthful or initial career stage.  

 Respected reputation  

 Participation in group exhibitions at regional 
museums and local galleries and museums 

 Limited newspaper reviews and catalogues 
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8.2. Value Proposition 

The selection criteria of the artists will be the key value proposition of the company. 

This will not only help enhance collectors art collections but also will increase their 

knowledge of and networks with valuable Latin American art and successful artists. 

Through a continuous and steady source, we  will help to build a high reputation for 

Latin American art and give to collectors another source for their enjoyment in 

collecting art and passionate items.  

Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術） will also solve the under-representation of Latin 

America artists in Taiwan and in Asia and will help to tackle the pain in the Taiwanese 

art sector of being extremely local, bringing art that is already acknowledged in high 

end art circles worldwide as flourishing, as well as art connections, knowledge, art 

exchange between artist and a special flavor to the market, Finally, will help to develop 

Figure 27 Criteria for selection of artists 
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a market for foreign art with fair prices considering the value of the art and artists 

promoted.   

Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術） artists management and selection will be a key 

success factor in the overall success of the company business model as we believe that 

with only high quality artists the successful rate of the works promoted can be increased 

year on year reaching a successful rate of above 45% after 10 years in the market. After 

building more knowledge about Latin American art in Taiwan and China, collectors 

will be knowledgeable that Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術）  is bringing artists 

considered with a high internal and external value being unique in their offerings.  

Table 11 The type of artists promoted by Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) is 

described in the table below 

Artist 1 
Born, 1966. Painting, engraving and sculpture. 
Study art in a top 2-art school in Mexico City. 
Continue art studies in Paris, France for 4 years.  

 
Has more than 35 single and group exhibitions 
throughout US, Europe and México. His work has 
been seen outside México such as Paris, 
Barcelona, London, New York, Los Angeles, 

Houston, Chicago, among other cities.  
 
Collected national and internationally by important 
museum and art foundations, as for example: 

 The Mexican Museum in San Francisco, US.  

 Hisnakul, Andenes, Norway.  

 Jumex Collection in Mexico City, Mexico.   

 The Monterrey Contemporary Museum of Art 
(MARCO), Monterrey, Mexico. 

 University Museum of Contemporary Art 
(MUAC), Mexico City, Mexico.  

 
Granted with Mexico’s National Fund for Culture 
and the Arts' (FONCA's) Young Artist Fellowship 
and the National System of Creators Fellowship, 
given by the Ministry of Education to the most 
outstanding Mexican artists.  

Artist 2 
Born, 1967. Painting in different materials. 
Study art in Florence Italy. 
 
Participated in more than 50 single and group 
exhibitions throughout US, Europe and Latin 
America.  Her works have been seen outside 
Mexico in places such as Santa Barbara, Houston 
Los Angeles, Brussels, Sweden, Switzerland, San 
Salvador, Florence and Fiosole Italy,  

 
Collected national and internationally by important 
museum and art foundations, as for example: 

 Rufino Tamayo Museum, Mexico City, 
Mexico. 

 MACO (Contemporary Art Museum of 
Oaxaca), Oaxaca, Mexico. 

 Hermes Trust, New York. USA. 

 Edding Foundation, Hamburg, Germany. 

 Francesco Pelizzy Collection, New York, USA. 

 Private Collection, Weber Müller, Morges, 
Switzerland. 

 
Granted with Mexico’s National Fund for Culture 
and the Arts' (FONCA's) Young Artist Fellowship 
and the National System of Creators Fellowship, 
given by the Ministry of Education to the most 
outstanding Mexican artists.  

Artist 3 
Born 1977, Photography, drawing, publishing 
artist books.  
 
Participated in more than 50 individual and group 
exhibitions in Mexico, the United States, France, 
Germany, Spain, New Zealand, Chile, Hong Kong 
and South Korea. Important Museums have 
included his work such as: 
 

 Art Museum of the Americas, Washington 
D.C., U.S.A, Mexican Cultural Institute, 

Artist 4 
Born 1975, Photography, installation.  
 
Participated in solo and group exhibitions in 
Mexico, Europe, the US and Asia. Her work has 
been exhibited in art centers and museums 
worldwide such as: 
 
The City Museum and Carrillo Gil Art Museum in 
Mexico City, The Museum of Latin American Art 
in Long Beach, California, The Art Museum of the 
Americas in Washington D.C, The National 
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Washington, D.C, USA, Museum of Modern Art 
of the Russian Academy of Arts, Moscow, 
Russia, Art Museum of Singapore, Samsung-
Raemian Cultural Center, Seoul, Korea, 
National Center for the Arts in Mexico City. 
Museum of Modern Art, Mexico City. 

 
Collected by national and International 
museums:  

 Museum of Photographic Arts, MOPA (San 
Diego, US), MAM, National Museum of Modern 
Art (Mexico City), MARCO, Monterrey Museum 
of Contemporary Art (Monterrey, Mexico), 
Televisa Foundation (Mexico City, Mexico), 
Purificación García Art Collection (Spain), Art 
Museum of the Americas (Washington D.C., 
US) 
 

Granted with Mexico’s National Fund for Culture 
and the Arts' (FONCA's) Young Artist Fellowship 
and the National System of Creators Fellowship, 
given by the Ministry of Education to the most 
outstanding Mexican artists.  

Center for Contemporary Arts of Moscow, 
Russia. 
The Guangdong Museum of Art in Guangzhou, 
China, Istituto Europeo di Design in Madrid, 
Spain.  
 

 Collected by national and International 
museums: 

 Museet Astrup Fearnley, Oslo, Norway, Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA, Museum 
of Latin American Art, Long Beach, California, 
USA, Nassau County Museum of Art, New 
York, USA, Art Museum of the Americas, 
Washington DC, USA, Museum Universitario 
del Chopo, México DF, México. 

 
Received several recognitions and grants within 
Mexico as well as outside the country. Her work 
was included in Photoquai, Second Biennale of 
Images of the World in Paris, France, in “Qui 
Vive?” and Second Moscow International 
Biennale for Young Art. In 2010, in Venice, Italy, 
she won the “Arte Laguna Prize” for best foreign 
artist in the area of photography. 

 

8.3. Customers Relations 

The customer relations of the company will be supported by an intimacy approach as 

well as by trust, excitement and professionalism. Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術） will 

work as a local company promoting foreign art. An important part of the business model 

will be to be able to be part of the business community and extended family of the 

customer and client base, supported strongly in the traditional way of doing business in 

Taiwan, were relations are build strongly and for a long term. Sello de Agua art will 

need to be perceived as a local company with a foreign taste.  

This will be possible through the partnerships and ownerships of the venture, as Sello 

de Agua Art（洋璽藝術） will be jointly owned by a Taiwanese and Latin American 

group of investors. The Taiwanese side will come from the industry willing to diversity 

his offer into the market offering valuable Latin American art. In this sense sello de 

agua art will be a international enterprise since its startup, a company connecting the 

two cultures thanks that the Latin American participants have experience living and 

understanding Taiwanese and Chinese culture.  
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A main area to develop in the customer relations is to be able to introduce not only art, 

but also knowledge and joint collaboration between art communities, offering value 

through the development of joint art projects between the communities and artists from 

Latin America and Asia Pacific. In this regard, Sello de Agua Art （洋璽藝術) will 

develop projects as the “Mexico-Taiwan artist encounter” which its main emphasis will 

be to bring together artists from both sides in a collaborative approach to develop co-

joint work or co-joint exhibitions for the delight of public and collectors.  

Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will also build relations with scholars, professors in 

fields as design, visual art and art history to be able to present lectures and information 

of the artists presented into Taiwan to be able to strengthen the knowledge about Latin 

American artists and spread information and creativity. According to our targeted 

customers, they value education and intellectual driven activities, and being perceived 

as knowledgeable.  

 

 

 

Figure 28 Customer relationship characteristic 
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In case of the artists promoted, will be a key elementand marketing tool to bring them 

to Taipei and be in direct contact with the collectors, so they can know and be in contact 

with the artist, as is an important factor for building trust, reciprocity and enjoyment.  

Another important aspect is that Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will relate with 

different areas of the community to bring art not only for collectors but also for people 

to enjoy and learn. Will be important that the company can relate with art schools and 

art colleagues. In this sense, Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will develop a strong 

image in how to present their artists to the Taiwanese and Chinese collectors base, art 

lovers and public, in our space as in the fairs that the company will be part of. The 

social networks will be a key element in the way the artists will be presented in Taiwan 

and in China, helping to spread their influence to more people thanks to the social 

networks and the tools developed by Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術).   

In this sense the company will bring a unique and creative marketing approach to reach 

its public and to reach collectors, art lovers, and people interested in the arts. The 

company goal will be to be not only a way to collect Latin America art but also a way 

to know more about artists and new ideas that come with them. The company will work 

Figure 29 Customer relationship 
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to make art accessible to everyone even they don’t collect the art, being respectful and 

passionate to whom approaches the company. Everyone interested in art will be Sello 

de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) customer, respecting and giving value to them in different 

ways, with a warm, professional, creative, and passionate perspective. This will be so 

by developing curatorial art exhibitions in pubic spaces.  

The intimacy approach will be supported and strengthen presenting projects that can be 

mixed with other activities as wine and food tasting, music gatherings and entertaiment 

where the central theme will be presenting Mexican and Latin America culture in 

Taiwan with a professional and engaging approach, not yet seen in the market. This 

area of building intimacy with the customer base can be developed into a revenue driver 

for the company through partnerships.  

The intimacy approach and customer relations will be strengthen with the production 

of marketing materials and tools as will be interviews, books and media. The company 

in this sense will develop a clear approach in its marketing strategy to be able to being 

known in Taiwan. The marketing strategy will be focused to build a perception of our 

company as a professional channel to bring not only art but culture in general from 

Mexico and Latin America.   

8.4. Channels 

The channels of Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) business model will be a key factor 

of success for the company as it will determine the main strategy to reach and acquire 

the client base. The company will reach its collectors through direct channel organizing 

exhibitions with the collectors base already acquired by the main investors in the 

taiwanese side. There will be a display space, were promotion will be made by 

appointment and showed in a space open to the general public, with a focus in a intimate 

relation with collectors. The space will be built with a high spirit and personality where 

different activities could be held related to Mexican and Latin American art, as will be 

lectures, wine and food tasting, and special events.  

The second strong channel will be participating in Art Fairs, mainly locally in Taiwan 

and in China and in other potential markets in the Asia Pacific, as can be Korea. The 

fairs chosen will be held in major cities as Taipei, Taizhong and Kaohsiung in Taiwan, 
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and in Shanghai, Honk Kong and Beijing in China, and in Seoul or Singapore. The fairs 

where the company will participate will be hotel fairs for young art, as well as more 

established fairs as Art Taipei and Art Shanghai. The fairs will be a main emphasis in 

the business model of the company taking advantage of the fact that Taiwan is located 

in the center of several art markets and that the Taiwan market has developed several 

art fairs through the years which will permit the company to build their collectors base.  

The art fairs will be seen as the main opportunity to attract an important amount of 

people and give more information about Latin America Art with more attendance  

capabilities than through the exhibition space. According to the industry, Asian art 

lovers are more attracted to art fairs as a main driver as they can compare art in a 

relatively short amount of time in the same space. Fairs will be important to build 

collectors base and client base for the company. The collectors met in the fairs will later 

be served in our own spaces.  

For fair participation some partnerships will be made with other Latin American art 

dealers already working in Asia.  Another channel will be to spreads the knowledge 

and experience through lectures and our strong relations with art schools, artist’s 

organizations and community. Other area to develop will be to organize special events 

or the venues related to the art field where an important amount of people can come to 

approach us, as can be for example, Huashan art district.  

8.5. Key Activities 
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Related to the key activities of the company the main area of focus and where the 

company must excel will be they way and criteria to choose and curate the artists and 

organize interesting and valuable exhibitions, as well as organizing fair participation, 

build collectors relations and promote outstanding and interesting art.  

A key activity of the business model that will become part of the company resources 

will be the innovative, fresh and professionally the company will present their artists 

through the use of museography, media as video with interviews, storytelling and web 

resources. We will be a company dedicated and committed to spread the value of art. 

We will be part of the community building connecting with it as a key activity. 

Figure 30 Key activities of the company 
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8.6. Key Partners and Resources 

Our key partners will be other dealers with whom we will organize co-joint exhibitions 

as well as with dealers working in the same niche of Latin American art as well as art 

organizations, sponsors, artists and professionals in the arts.  

 

Figure 31 Internet web page of the company 

Figure 32 Key resources 
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We will have offices in both Taiwan and Mexico and from there the company will 

develop its strategy and operation.  

Our key resources will be both the artists and their works, collectors and connections 

established with curators, museum officials, art foundation directors, art critics, with 

whom we will have an outstanding relation. Our own and unique form of feeling and 

presenting art will be part of our key resources. We will work based in the idea that art 

give us value in different forms. Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will work and develop 

as a passionate company bringing outstanding art not only to be collected but also to be 

enjoyed by everyone. Our values and operational efficiency will be a fundamental part 

of our resources, as well as our management team, advisors, client base and followers. 

The projects, the collaboration and the art that will be produced, after we are in the 

market, will be a key resource that the company will offer. 

8.7. Cost Structure 

The cost structure will be mainly focused in bare the operational expenses as rent and 

salaries, and the higher variable costs represented by fair participation. The company 

will find ways to operate with efficiency controlling unnecessary expenses and focusing 

in those, which generate value for everyone, the company, customers and workers. Will 

work with a centralized approach with the Warehouse in Taipei, and from there be able 

to reach in a efficient ways other art markets in Taiwan and in Asia. The company will 

develop a competitive advantage being located in Taipei, based in the geographical 

location as in the cost structure of maintain the Warehouse and operation, as Taipei has 

cost advantages as other art markets as Shanghai, Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai and 

Seoul.  
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8.8. Revenue Model 

The revenue model will come through charging a royalty/commission to the artist equal 

to in most of the cases to 50% of the final sell price to the collectors, in some cases and 

if exhibitions are made by co-organizing with other dealer, the commission will be 

smaller for sello de agua art.  Because the art market can have a problem of cash flow, 

other revenue drivers will be developed, as will be introducing Mexican and Latin 

American culture through gatherings as wine and food tasting, music, lectures, and 

seminars.  

Another revenue driver to be developed by Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will be to 

help other art companies from Latin America penetrate the Asian market, as well to 

help some other artists through offering services of translation and promotion. In this 

regards, after year 2, Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術), will develop a service to help 

other Latin America galleries to come to Asia through fairs, bringing an extra revenue 

driver offering services or fair participation in Taiwan and China, and from Asia to 

Mexico and Latin America fairs. The experience acquired in this sense will be 

leveraged in other fields of the art market, which will need to be developed in the main 

strategy.  

Figure 33 Offices of the company 
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The pricing strategy will be based on the characteristics of the market but a principle of 

the company will not be to increase the price in Asia, giving real value to collectors. In 

the collectors base there is a feeling that foreign art is more expensive based in the 

shipping costs. Sello de Agua Art（洋璽藝術) will develop the operative efficiencies 

to bare this costs offering fair prices to collectors. In the beginning stage of an 

introduction of an artist the works presented should be in a range affordable to 

collectors, in an range between US$1,300 to US$3,500 with a big amount traded in 

prices between this figures. In this first stage, collectors will need to learn about 

Mexican and Latin America art so affordable prices will be set at the beginning, making 

collectors decisions being less risky for them. 

After the successful introduction of an artist, prices can become higher based in the 

promotion of bigger works of the same artists as well as artists more consolidated. The 

company prices will be in the range between US$1,300 to US$9,745 in works.  This 

pricing strategy is based in the market research we developed, where we could indentify 

that in this bracket of prices collectors can be more willing to invest in art not yet known. 

If we consider prices above this figures, collectors can be difficult to attract as the 

company will be competing in a price range mainly available to collect local art. The 

company pricing strategy will be based in the fact that the art that will be promoted will 

be of high quality but in relatively affordable prices to reduce the perception of risk in 

collectors. This price range is way below the average price for art payed in Taiwan and 

in China markets.  
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9. Financials   

9.1. Revenue 

For calculating our forecast revenue, key factors will determine the ability to promote 

and trade Latin America art in Taiwan and China. These indicators are the number of 

pieces promoted during each year and the percentage of success of how many of those 

pieces would be collected. The number of pieces promoted yearly will be determined 

by the number of art fairs and exhibitions that the company will participate and organize 

and the number of pieces promoted in average in fairs and in exhbitions. The volume 

of pieces traded, prices and the commission obtained by Sello de Agua Art will 

determine our revenue.  

In the first year of operation the company will promote an estimated of 77 works in 

Taiwan, being promoted through fairs and half through exhibitions.  In China this 

number would be around 30% of the volume promoted in Taiwan, reaching around 24 

works. In China, after year 2 both exhibitions and fair participation will be relevant 

channels to generate the revenue.  

This would mean that in the first year of operation almost 100 pieces will be promoted 

by the company in Taiwan and in China. Most of them in the field of painting and 

photography. In the first year of operation the company expects a successful rate of 

20% which is a low expectation. This successful rate will imply sales of 22 works in 

both markets, with an average price of US$4,500, giving total revenue in year one of 

around US$99,000 (NT2.9 million). The successful rate will be increase year on year 

reaching 50% in year 10 in Taiwan and 45% in China.  

The company expects important grow in the revenue year on year based in several 

factors: an increase in the number of fairs where the company will participate, the 

increase in the exhibitions organized, the better successful rate thanks to an increase in 

the knowledge of the market and more acceptance and trust in the company and in Latin 

American art, and finally, thanks to the increase in the average price per work 

commercialized.  

In year 3 we expect a revenue of around US472,000 (NT14.2 million), and by year 6 

close to US$1.01 million (30.9 million); finally by year 10 the company will expect a 
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revenue of around US$1.7 million (NT51.3 m), thanks to a participation in 11 art fairs 

in Asia and the organization of around 14 exhibitions, half in Taiwan and half in China. 

The works promoted will be around 350 yearly, with a success rate of 50% in year 10.  

The revenue will come in the first years mainly from Taiwan, but year on year the 

Chinese market will gain participation in the revenue of the company. In year 10, the 

company will generate around 50% in Taiwan and the other 50% in China. Considering 

the channels, at the beginning more than 50% of the revenue in Taiwan will come from 

exhibition organization and the rest by fairs. This percentage will fluctuate, but 

exhibitions will still be the main channel in Taiwan. By year 10, we expect that around 

35% of the revenue in Taiwan will come from fairs and the rest from organizing 

exhibitions.  In China, the fair participation in the revenue will be above 50%, until year 

10, being in this sense different than in Taiwan. 

Table 12 Forecast of volume promoted, year 1-10 

 year          

Taiwan 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

Art Fairs in 
Taiwan  

2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Exhibitions 3 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 

average  
# works per 

fair 

16 16 16 17 18 18 18 18 18 18 

average  
# works per 
exhibition 

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

 
# works in fair 

32 48 48 51 54 54 54 54 54 54 

 
# works in 
exhibtions 

45 45 60 75 96 96 96 96 96 96 

Total 93 108 126 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 

           

China 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

Fairs China 
and other Asia 

2 3 4 4 5 5 7 7 7 7 

Exhibitions 
China 

0 2 3 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 

average  
# works per 

fair 

12 12 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 20 

average  
# works per 
exhibition 

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

 
# works in fair 

24 36 48 52 70 70 98 98 98 98 

 
# works in 
exhibtions 

0 30 45 60 75 75 90 90 105 105 

Total 24 66 93 112 145 145 188 188 203 203 
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Table 13 Forecast of volume and revenue promoted, year 1-10 

EXPECTED 
SCENARIO 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

succesful rate 
Taiwan 

20% 25% 35% 35% 40% 45% 45% 50% 50% 50% 

succesful rate 
China 

20% 25% 35% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 

           

Works of art 
sold in Taiwan 

16 24 38 45 60 68 68 75 75 75 

Works of art 
sold in China 

5 17 33 51 66 66 85 85 92 92 

Total 21 41 71 96 126 134 153 160 167 167 

           

Average price 
US$ 

4,500 5,400 6,480 6,804 7,144 7,501 7,876 8,270 8,684 9,745 

           

Revenue 
(thousands 

US$) 

          

Taiwan 72 130 252 315 452 537 571 673 714 816 

China 27 97 220 354 472 495 677 711 799 897 

Total 99 227 472 669 923 1,032 1,248 1,384 1,513 1,712 

           

WORST 

SCENARIO 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

succesful rate 

Taiwan 

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 45% 45% 

succesful rate 

China 

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 45% 45% 

           

Works of art 
sold in Taiwan 

8 14 22 32 45 53 60 68 68 68 

Works of art 
sold in China 

3 10 19 28 44 51 76 85 92 92 

Total 11 24 41 60 89 104 136 153 160 160 

           

Average price 4,500 5,400 6,480 6,804 7,144 7,501 7,876 8,270 8,684 9,745 

           

Revenue 
(thousands 

US$) 

          

Taiwan 36 83 152 224 341 425 512 611 637 728 

China 18 54 130 191 314 390 599 711 799 897 

Total 54 137 282 414 656 815 1,111 1,322 1,436 1,625 
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9.2. Costs of Goods Sold 

The costs of goods sold are determined by the commission that the company will 

receive from selling the works. The commission will depend if some promotion is done 

by co/joint exhibitions or solely by the company. In case of co/joint exhibitions the 

commission from the goods sold will be lower, increasing the cost of goods sold of the 

company. In Taiwan the costs of goods sold will represent 50% of the revenue, while 

in China, around 65% of the revenue, based that the strategy in China will be to co/joint 

with local dealers as well as through the fair participation giving the company a lower 

commission/royalty.  

9.3. Selling, General and Administrative Expenses 

The main expenses to bare by the company will be those identified as overhead for the 

operation of the company and those related to marketing and promotion. Operation 

expenses will represent in the first years between 50% to 60% of total expenses, while 

marketing will represent around 35% of the expenses. While the company establishes 

in the market, the operation expenses will represent a higher percentage compared to 

total costs and marketing expenses. We expect that in year 10 the operating expenses 

will represent around 75%, and marketing just 20%. This will be a factor that the 

company will have more staff and rent expenses. 

In the operation, salaries and rent expenses will be the most important among all 

operating expenses. In the first year of operation, salaries will account to around 35% 

of operating expenses, while rent expenses will bare around 22%. While the company 

settles into the market, salaries will gain participation in the operating expenses as will 

require more expertise and people to promote the big increase in exhibitions organized 

and fair participation.  

Salaries will represent in year 10 around 50% of the operating expenses, as human 

resources and expertise is critical for our strategy, because people is a key asset to build 

relations with the client base. This percentage will equal to some standards in the 

industry, as in some international art companies salaries represent around 50% of their 

general expenses. The company decided salaries will be more important as we believe 

human resources is a key asset and also to have more flexibility in case some years we 

experience shortage in cash flow, salaries being relatively variable costs. The company 
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expects to have 9 employees in year 10. There will be one General director and two 

head managers, one for Taiwan and one for China business. Each location will have 2 

staff support employees and one employee for the web services and web promotion.  

The rent spaces will represent around 23% of the general overhead expenses. In Taiwan 

the space will be located in a relatively good area but affordable for the company, with 

a total expenditure of rent services of US20,000 annually in the first 4 years of operation. 

China location will be opened until year 5 with a total expenditure of around US20,000 

annually. Taiwan rent expenses will be increased gradually after year 6, finishing with 

an estimated expenditure of US50,000 annually in rent expenses, representing 20% of 

operating expenses.  

Other general expenses to be bare by the company will be utilities, IT (Information 

Technology), shipping and insurance expenses. Shipping will represent between 0.3% 

in year one to 4.3% of general expenses in year 10, as larger works and sculpture will 

be introduce into the market. Insurance expenses will account around 1% of the general 

expenses, while IT around 3%, as the company will develop strongly the web online 

store.   

In the marketing expenses, between 86% to 91% of the resources committed to 

marketing will be allocated to fair participation, fair operation, while 8% to 14% to 

advertisement, catalog printing and invitations for the exhibitions organized. The fair 

participation locally and internationally will be the most important of the marketing 

expenses for the company, as is the most efficient and direct way of being in contact 

and building the client base. The expenses for the fair will account for paying the fees 

and the operating expenses of the fair, as shipping, staff and marketing promotional 

during the fair. In the first year of operation, the company is expecting that art fair 

expenses will be around US$26,000 (NT$780,000) increasing year on year to end in 

around US$84,000 annually (NT2.5 million). Advertisement and promotional for the 

exhibitions will account for US$1,300 (NT$39,000) in year 1 to US$11,000 

(NT$330,000) in year 10.  

Other expenses for the company will be support functions as lawyer and accountant, 

consultants as curators and public relations fees, and craftsman. The total administrative 
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expenses of the company will be between US$87,000 (NT$2.6 million for year one to 

almost US$440,000 (NT$13.2) in year 10.  

Table 14 Projected General administrative Expenses, 2015 

General/Administrative US$ NT$ Percentage 

Rent Expenses  20,000 600,000 22.8% 

Salaries and wages 30,000 900,000 34.3% 

Utilities 3,000 90,000 3.4% 

IT 2,000 60,000 2.3% 

Transport/Freight 360 10,800 0.4% 

Lawyer/Accountant 1,080 32,400 1.2% 

Consultant  360 10,800 0.4% 

Craftman 72 2,160 0.1% 

Seling   0.0% 

Fair particpation local 7,000 210,000 8.0% 

Fair operation local 4,900 147,000 5.6% 

Fair participation foreign 7,000 210,000 8.0% 

Fair operation foreign 7,700 231,000 8.8% 

Advertisement 2,970 89,100 3.4% 

Invitation cards, posters, flyers 990 29,700 1.1% 

Artists catalogues 140 4,200 0.2% 

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 87,572 2,627,160 100.0% 

 

9.4. Profit and Loss Projection 

The projected profit of the company will imply a negative net income in the first two 

years of operation, being able to be positive after year 3. The profit will grow very 

importantly year on year considering the company will have a dominant position in the 

trade of Latin American art in Taiwan, and a good position in China. Due to the market 

conditions, the company will be able to leverage it’s place in the market to increase the 

profitability of the company. The net margin will be positioned between 16% to 17%, 

which is a expected figure in the industry. In year 10, the company is expected to 

generate a net income yearly of US$221,000 (NT$6.6 million).  

Table 15 Pro Forma IncomeStatemen-sello de agua art, (in thousands $US) 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

Gross Sales 99 227 472 669 923 1,032 1,248 1,384 1,513 1,712 

COGS 54 128 269 388 532 590 726 799 876 991 

GROSS PROFIT 
(LOSS) 

45 99 203 281 391 442 522 585 637 722 

           

Operating Expenses (seling and 
administrative) 

        

General/Administ
rative 
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Rent Expenses  20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 46.0 50.0 58.0 66.0 70.0 80.0 

Salaries and wages 30.0 48.0 69.0 97.8 152.4 146.4 158.4 196.8 208.8 220.8 

Utilities 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 6.9 7.5 8.7 9.9 10.5 12.0 

IT 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.6 5.0 5.8 6.6 7.0 8.0 

Transport/Freight 0.4 0.6 1.3 4.7 6.8 8.1 8.6 10.1 10.7 12.2 

Lawyer/Accountant 1.1 1.3 2.5 3.2 2.3 2.7 2.9 3.4 3.6 4.1 

Consultant  0.4 0.6 1.3 1.6 2.3 2.7 2.9 3.4 3.6 4.1 

Craftman 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 

Selling           

Fair particpation 
local 

7.0 10.5 21.0 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 

Fair operation local 4.9 7.4 14.7 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 

Fair participation 
foreign 

7.0 10.5 14.0 14.0 17.5 17.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 

Fair operation 
foreign 

7.7 13.7 18.2 18.2 22.8 22.8 31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9 

Advertisement 3.0 6.8 3.8 3.2 4.5 2.7 2.9 3.4 3.6 4.1 

Invitation cards, 
posters, flyers 

1.0 2.3 1.3 1.6 2.3 2.7 2.9 3.4 3.6 4.1 

Artists catalogues 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

TOTAL 
OPERATING 
EXPENSES 

87.6 127.0 172.7 198.0 297.2 297.0 336.3 388.4 406.9 435.1 

           

OPERATING 
INCOME 

-42 -28 30 83 94 145 186 197 230 286 

Depreciation 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

           

INCOME BEFORE 
TAXES 

-52 -38 20 73 84 135 176 187 220 276 

Taxes 0 0 4 15 17 27 35 37 44 55 

NET INCOME 
(LOSS) 

-52 -38 16 59 67 108 141 149 176 221 

 

Table 16 Pro Forma IncomeStatemen-sello de agua art, (in thousands $NT) 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

Gross Sales 2,970 6,804 14,17
0 

20,072 27,696 30,956 37,440 41,517 45,387 51,362 

COGS 1,607 3,839 8,076 11,628 15,970 17,706 21,768 23,959 26,289 29,715 

GROSS PROFIT (LOSS) 1,364 2,965 6,093 8,444 11,726 13,250 15,672 17,558 19,099 21,646 

           

Operating Expenses (seling and 
administrative) 

        

General/Administrative           

Rent Expenses  600 600 600 600 1,380 1,500 1,740 1,980 2,100 2,400 

Salaries and wages 900 1,440 2,070 2,934 4,572 4,392 4,752 5,904 6,264 6,624 

Utilities 90 90 90 90 207 225 261 297 315 360 

IT 60 60 60 60 138 150 174 198 210 240 

Transport/Freight 11 19 38 142 203 242 257 303 321 367 

Lawyer/Accountant 32 39 76 95 68 81 86 101 107 122 

Consultant  11 19 38 47 68 81 86 101 107 122 

Craftman 2 4 8 9 14 16 17 20 21 24 

Seling           

Fair particpation local 210 315 630 495 495 495 495 495 495 495 

Fair operation local 147 221 441 347 347 347 347 347 347 347 

Fair participation foreign 210 315 420 420 525 525 735 735 735 735 
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Fair operation foreign 231 410 546 546 683 683 956 956 956 956 

Advertisement 89 204 113 95 136 81 86 101 107 122 

Invitation cards, posters, 
flyers 

30 68 38 47 68 81 86 101 107 122 

Artists catalogues 4 6 13 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

TOTAL OPERATING 
EXPENSES 

2,627 3,810 5,180 5,941 8,916 8,911 10,090 11,652 12,207 13,052 

           

OPERATING INCOME -
1,264 

-846 914 2,502 2,810 4,339 5,581 5,906 6,892 8,595 

Depreciation 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

           

INCOME BEFORE TAXES -
1,564 

-1,146 614 2,202 2,510 4,039 5,281 5,606 6,592 8,295 

Taxes 0 0 123 440 502 808 1,056 1,121 1,318 1,659 

NET INCOME (LOSS) -
1,564 

-1,146 491 1,762 2,008 3,232 4,225 4,484 5,273 6,636 

According to the NPV value analysis of the cash flow, the company cash flows will 

have a positive value of US$440,000 (NT13.1 million) in the ten years of operation, 

considering a discount rate of 8%. Assuming the company will invest US100,000 (not 

considering the investment in working capital already calculated in the cash flow), the 

net present value analysis results in a positive NPV of US340,000 (NT$10.1 million). 

Table 17 Projected Cash Flow, thousands US$ 

CASH FLOW 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

Cash Flow -192 -28 26 69 77 118 151 159 186 381 

Present Value 440          

Investment 100          

Net Present 
Value 

340          

 

Table 18 Projected Cash Flow, thousands US$ 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

Cash Flow -5,764 -846 791 2,062 2,308 3,532 4,525 4,784 5,573 11,436 

Present Value 13,188          

Investment 3,000          

Net Present 
Value 

10,188          
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10. Conclusions 

The economic outlook for the visual art sector in Taiwan and China, an in the whole 

Asia Pacific region is promising. Since almost one decade, the art sector has starting to 

shift radically from the traditional historical centers in US and Europe, to Asia, mainly 

to China. This shift has been the consequence mainly of the accumulation of wealth in 

the Asia Pacific region combined with a long tradition of valuing and producing art in 

different forms. This has pushed that the market for the visual arts is experiencing an 

important development and growth in this region. In this process there are several forces 

that are shaping opportunities for companies to come to the market and offer mainly 

foreign art, mainly western art. In this process of new collectors demanding art, it 

astounds that Latin American art is under-represented in Asia Pacific, even though 

Latin American art and artists have experienced a intense development and is 

considered today as a valuable art in terms of aesthetic and in terms of investment 

opportunities.  

Several factors explain this under-representation in the Asia Pacific region, but among 

the most important are the weak connections that have been developed between the 

Asian art professionals and the artists and art community in Latin America.  

These opens good opportunities for companies to come to the market and offer to 

promote Latin American art in Asia, mainly in the markets of Taiwan and China, and 

bring value to collectors and artists. In this process, to enter in this moment will permit 

gain competitive advantages in a market still not saturated.  

Eventhough, the challenges to participate in the market are important as the art market 

is characterized by having big and strong entry barriers to newcomers. This implies that 

there is an important necessity of having a good investment position to be able to create 

awareness and penetrate the market eventhough in the beginning the company could 

not experience important sales and revenue generation.  

The main challenges are to be able to access local collectors, build a client base and 

understand local preferences to position the company as a trustful and creative 

enterprise.  In this sense, the successful rate is a key element for the financial success 

of the company as important costs of marketing and operation are bared only if the 

company can realize sales. If the company is not being able to increase the successful 
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rate of the works promoted, the venture would require big amounts of capital to 

continue the operation, due to the low volumes that a company in the art sector can 

trade.  

The success will requiere that the company can understand local preferences as well as 

gain a important place in the market identified by important players, as local collectors, 

local dealers and local art community. Building long term relations and awareness with 

the client base will be the critical factor as the company build itself in the market.  
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